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An
Independent
Student
Voice

(Editor's note: Hie Faculty Senate is scheduled to
consider in their regular meeting at 3:15 this afternoon the
Student Council bill recommending that students be given
non-voting representation on departmental tenure boards.
The Senate meets in 112 Life Science Bldg. and the session
is open to the public. >
By Lee Stephenson
Managing Editor
Student-raised questions about the hiring and
promoting of faculty members have led to the evaluation
in recent months of the basis of employment for the
faculty at Bowling Green and nearly every university-the
tenure system.
Few serious faculty members seem to reject the right
of students to a voice in departmental hiring, promoting,
and firing decisions but rather, the question seems to be
"are the students ready for the responsibility?"
University leaders agree that some consideration must
be given to the student voice but some say that voice can
come within the system while others say that tenure must
go.
Most people recognize that some department heads.

Dr. Joseph Balogh
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STUDENTS CONFRONT
THE TENURE SYSTEM
although they will never go on record as saying it. think
students have no right to meddle in department affairs
and will keep the student voice out of the decisions as long
as possible.
The University operates on the tenure system for
faculty members as outlined In the 1940 doctrine of the
American Association of University Professors (AAUP)
called "Academic Freedom and Tenure."
The document was originally intended to protect
faculty members from disagreeing administrations, and
lists specifically the guidelines for the hiring and continued employment of faculty members. It is a very' strict
document in this sense but is surprisingly vague in its
requirements for evaluating those members.
As the statement defines tenure, it is generally a
means to "freedom of'teaching and research... and a
sufficient degree of economic security to make the
profession attractive to men and women of ability."
It further states that "academic freedom is essential to
these purposes... and is fundamental for the protection of
the rights of the teacher in teaching and of the student to
freedom in learning."
According to Dr. Joseph Balogh. chairman of the
University's Faculty Senate, "Tenure was originated to
protect the professor from certain administrative heads.
"However, a man on tenure today has almost absolute
retention powers. You can't get rid of him unless he'3
involved in moral terpitude, and you know how hard that
is to prove.''
A great deal of the responsibility for good
teaching is linked to the tenure system, according to Dr.
Balogh, because the decisions to keep, promote, or grant
tenure to a man are based on a host of criteria, and
hopefully, one of the important considerations in these
decisions is good teaching, he said.
The problem is in the evaluation of faculty eligible for
tenure and if tenure is awarded mistakenly, correcting
the situation, Dr. Balogh said.
The University tenure policy, as approved by the
Board of Trustees in 1988, Includes two types of conditions
of employment for a new faculty member.
He is either appointed on a term contract, which is for

'A man on tenure today has
almost absolute
retention powers.1

a specific period of time (usually one year I and not
necessarily subject to renewal, or he is appointed
on a regular contract which includes a specified
probationary period leading to a tenure contract.
The order of rank among faculty members from lowest
to highest, according to the policy, is: instructor, assistant
professor, associate professor, and full professor.
The probationary period is six years for instructors
and five years for other ranks with the exception of full
professor, which carries immediate tenure.
The responsibility of elevating and maintaining the
quality of education is in the hands of the individual
departments and their heads, according to Balogh,
because they are autonomous within the AAUP charter
and University policy.
"What they judge you for. theoretically, is not your
rank but how good a man you are," he said. "But,
departments don't always make the right decisions-that

happens,

"I like to think the tenure policy is good if it is practiced sensibly," he said. However, he said that all the
department heads in the University may not be capable of
judging a man on the right considerations.
Dr. Stanley Coffman, university vice-president of
academic affairs, thinks the basis for the founding of the
tenure system is still valid.
"Insofar as tenure is associated with what it started
out to do- it's association with academic freedom and the
right of the instructor to speak freely- I would hope it
wouldn't be changed.
"It serves as a protection to the University as a place
where free discussion can go on."
Dr. Coffman said on the other hand, "In the minds of
students and some other public it has taken on an
association of keeping in the classroom people who are not
good teachers."
Dr. Bruce Edwards, chairman of the local chapter of
the AAUP, thinks that the positive benefits in terms of the
protection of faculty members cannot be disputed.
"However, on the other side, if you have a faculty
member with tenure who has been at a university for 10
years and the judgement of the proper officials is that he
shouldn't remain, you can't Just throw him out in the
street."
He said that he thought a good administrator has the
responsibility to either place the man in a capacity in
which he could be effective or get rid of him.
Student Body President Greg Thatch hastens to voice a
divergent viewpoint.
"I don't see any need for tenure. I can't see that it
serves any purpose.
"If you have a man who is a good professor, whether
he's 25 or 60, he should constantly have to prove himself."
Thatch expressed the opinion that the tenure system is
no longer necessary to protect faculty from ad-

Dr. Stanley Coffman
ministrators.
"1 don't think the faculty has to be protected from the
administration at all. I think Bowling Green has a very
strong faculty that is able to communicate its desires very
well, and I don't see that they have to be on the defensive
at any time."
Thatch noted the national organization of AAUP is
structured around tenure and said he does not believe that
is necessary.
"He (the faculty member) has many areas to turn to
without saying, 'I have tenure and you can't touch me'."
He cited grievance procedures through the Faculty
Senate and AAUP as examples.
"A man who is doing his job doesn't have to worry
about being dismissed. If tenure is intended to hold up the
academic credibility then it's insanity to keep a man on
simply because he has tenure," he said.
A committee within the Faculty Senate which is
charged specifically with investigating problems of the
system as applied to individual cases is the Faculty
Personnel and Conciliation Committee, headed by Dr.
Virginia Platt.
The duties of the committee, according to Dr. Platt,
are to investigate the grievance of a faculty member
I which usually involves contractual matters) or problems
of a department head, who has a charge to bring against
one of his department's members.
"We have no power of decision- only the power to
protest if an injustice has been done and take it to the
Senate Executive Committee," she said.
The committee has been approached only once this
year to take official action which leads Dr. Platt to believe
that the majority of conflicts must be settled within the
departments.
She agrees that the tenure system has its problems but
states that under the present setup it seems that the
matter must always be settled on the departmental level.
"The reason the decisions must be made on the
departmental level is that only the people in the same
discipline are capable of judging a person's competence in
(turn to page 3)
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-our man Hoppe
'Well, At Least You Could Have Got Measles, Mattingly'

the model life
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columbist

tenure
A Student Council bill calling for students to be placed
on departmental tenure boards in an advisory capacity
will come before Faculty Senate today. It should be approved.
The value of the tenure system at Bowling Green has
been called into serious question.
The theoretical justification for the system is to give
faculty members the maximum possible freedom to
pursue their disciplines in their own way without fear of
retribution from the administration. That is, to insure they
won't be fired for what they think or say.
There is reason to believe, however, that some faculty
members have misused the tenure system as a screen for
their own complacency as teachers. For some, tenure is
not a means for insuring academic freedom, but rather the
means to be lazy, unimaginative teachers because they
can't easily be fired.
There is a marked lack of uniformity in the application
of the tenure system within the University. Some department directors have complete control over granting
tenure, and other departments have tenure boards which
may include non-tenured instructors, or be entirely
tenured faculty members.
The real abuse is that although the primary job of
faculty members is teaching, when they are considered for
tenure their effectiveness as teachers is given only
superficial consideration by other teachers, not by those in
the best position to judge-the students.
To make a start at rectifying this situation is the goal of
placing student advisors on tenure boards. If those faculty
members regarded by students as good teachers are given
tenure, it is less likely their quality of teaching will
deteriorate than a faculty member given tenure primarily
because of books he has written.
Since the present Student Council bill provides that
students operate in an informal advisory capacity, it is
ultimately hoped that the value of student opinion-when
proven -will result in giving students voting representation
on departmental tenure boards.
On a long term basis, consideration should be given to a
procedure through which tenure could be retracted from a
faculty member -not because of his views or ideas-but
because he is not doing his job as a teacher.
To insure such a procedure would not be used for
"purge" purposes by a hostile administration, student
complaints and evaluation should be the deciding factors
in retracting tenure.
Today's vote by Faculty Senate on the Student Council
bill may be a landmark in the increased responsible involvement of students in their own educations. Or, it may
spell a delay to the time when students can play the role at
the University to which we believe they are entitled.
Also, the Faculty Senate's vote on the bill will be an
expression of faculty confidence--or lack of it--in their
students.
This is a vote of confidence we, as students, believe we
deserve.

opinion

burying the issue
By Harry A usderan
Student Column

In the United States today as in the
past, wealth and power are in the hands
of a few. These people, the ruling class,
have complete control over the economy
of this country; thus, they have complete
political control.
The objective of the ruling class in
America is to maintain this control by
any means necessary. In the name of
"freedom" and "democracy" they
launch imperialistic wars to keep third
world countries in the United State's
sphere of influence, thus assuring the
American ruling class of expanded
markets, cheap labor, and natural
resources.
The ruling class then informs the
American people that the United States is
surely not an imperialistic aggressor and
is only trying to stop international
communism from taking over the United
States.
It is hard for the people of these
countries to drive the Americans from
their countries because of the amount of
troops we have stationed around the
world.
To protect the interests of the wealthy
ruling class here in the United States, we
have military bases in 119 nations,
435,000 troops in Vietnam and thousands
more in Thailand and Laos, and "advisers" in Guatemala, Bolivia, and other
Latin American nations.
All of this is being done to "keep the
world free," says the American government. The government also says they
are in these countries to "help" these
The graduate students of the Sociology Department
people. If we helped them, an educated,
believe they should be paid more for their work, and their
well-fed people would be better able to
complaints are justified.
rise up and kick out the American ImDepending on the department, there is a large variation
perialistic aggressors.
The United States armed forces
in the wages paid to graduate assistants. The minimum
depend on ROTC to annually produce 85
pay is $1,400-which four of the Sociology assistants
per cent of its junior officers to lead
receive-while the upper pay brackets for graduate
troops In aggressive and imperialistic
assistants at the University approach $3,000.
wars abroad.
The pay received by graduate assistants Is decided at
If ROTC was widely abolished, the
the discretion of the individual departments.
United States armed forces would have a
hard time continuing its aggressive
We believe, however, that graduate assistants of a
activity abroad as "There Is no acsimilar level of training and"who are engaged In work of
ceptable program in existence at this
comparable difficulty should receive a uniform wagetime to substitute for ROTC..."(Dept. of
regardless of the department that employs them.
the Army Memorandum, Dec. 4, 1968.)
To this end, the handling of graduate assistant wages
This would be another step toward
should be removed from the departments and ad
weakening and eventually dismantling
ministered by the University.
the massive U.S. military establishment,
with its vital interconnections with industry and government. It would be
DON'T WORRY. PAL—WITH MANAGERS LIKE YOU. HOW CAN I LOSE?'

uniform policy

Herewith another unwritten chapter
from that unpublished textbook, A
History of the World, 1950 to 1999. Its
title: "The Secret Fanatics."
The trend toward the abolition of
privacy became apparent in the 1970's.
Congress passed the historic "No
Knock Law," allowing police to break
into private homes if the householder
were suspected of smoking pot. The
Attorney General announced his right to
bug the private conversations of anyone
he felt was up to no good. The Army
deployed hundreds of plainclothesmen to
investigate the private political beliefs of
the citizenry. And one-way mirrors
became common in men's rooms.
Until then, however, no one had
spoken out against privacy. The public
had been conditioned to believe that
privacy in the home was sacred and
secrecy in government was awful.
It was at this point in history that the
bold idealist, Gridley Grommet, formed
The Committee for an Open Society.
Under the motto, "What Have YOU
Got to Hide?", Grommet organized a
nationwide campaign to stamp out
secrecy in the home. Attacking what he
called, "the privacy pree-verts," he
pointed out that the sole reason any man

another step towards stopping U.S.
economic imperialism and counterrevolutionary activities abroad.
The abolition of ROTC does not
suppress the rights of individuals and is
not an attack on ROTC students-two
major objections raised against efforts to
remove ROTC. It is being attacked as an
institution that is "evU"-what ROTC
does and not what individual officers say,
is being attacked.
Universities around the country,
including Bowling Green, are an important part In this imperialism because
they allow their campuses to be used to
train the officers that will someday lead
these aggressive wars.
They do not realize that no university
should serve its Government's military
needs if the government is immoral or its
needs are destructive. Our government
is immoral and its military objectives
are obscene. The Bowling Green administration knows this and it doesn't

The administration, in trying to buy
its way out of the mess says that certainly nothing Bowling Green University
would do would hurt anyone. It tries to
make the ROTC program look innocent
when it really isn't. It tries to feed the
students lines like, "If it's not bothering
you why should you bother it?" When it
starts talking like that you know right
away that it is lying.
Bowling Green students must realize
that ROTC does harm them and millions
of other people around the world.
Students at Bowling Green who are tired
of our foreign policy and who want to end
ROTC on campus must make themselves
heard and must start to act now if we are
ever going to get ROTC off this campus.
We should not let the administration
buy us off by making a bunch of stupid
promises that they will never keep.
Right now they are trying to keep the
whole thing undercover, hoping that
things will quiet down. We must stop this
attempt to allow ROTC to remain on

wanted privacy was to do things he I
ashamed of.
"We can never build an open societ;
based on freedom and mutual trust," I
told rallies coast-to-coast, "until w4
abolish secrecy in the home. How ca
you trust your neighbor if you don't kno
what he's doing behind those dran
curtains and locked doors?"
Grommet's campaign struck
booming chord in the public breast. Wit
riots and strife racking the land, fear i
uncertainty reigned. Conspiracies!
subversion and strange sex practic
seemed blossoming everywhere. Ne
had Americans destrusted each otheH
more.
"Giving up our privacy is a
price to pay," said a typical middle cli
matron, "for insuring our cher
American freedoms."
So bonfires were held across
country. Good Americans burned theii
curtains, their doors, park shrubbery i
men's room walls. Privacy pree-verti
were hounded and villified. "Secrecy,',
cried the crowds, "is subversive!"
The campaign culminated with
National Home Television Act of 1974J
which some critics said was ten year
ahead of its time. Under the actj
television cameras were installed
every nook and cranny of every home i
that every moment of every American's
life was on public view.
"At last," said Grommet, "we hav
achieved a truly Open Society."
The results were mixed. The sale ofl
hair curlers fell drastically. A number ofl
spinsters developed impetigo froml
failing to bathe. The birth rate plum-|
meted to near zero.
Conspiracies and subversions became I
a thing of the past. So did picking ones'I
nose and holding unpopular
views.!
Every American, knowing he was always I
on display, led a model life. Every|
American joined the Silent Majority.
And, within a year, every American |
was nattier than a fruitcake.

let's hear from yoi
The BG News welcomes all letters to|
the editor and your opinion columns.
Due to our desire to bring you thel
largest cross-section of views and I
opinions, however, we ask that letters bel
no more than 300 words, typewritten, and I
columns be a maximum of four I
typewritten pages, triple-spaced.
We maintain the right to edit all]
materials which exceed those limits, and I
to edit with respect to the laws of libel |
and good taste.
All letters and columns submitted to I
The News become the property of The
News and cannot be returned.
Materials should be addressed to The I
BG
News. Editorial Editor, 1M||
University Hall.

ne\/\/s Leirers
toward real brotherhood
We, the undersigned, hereby declare
the existence of Phi Upsilon Phi-Beta
Sigma, a fraternity structured for those
who believe in true freedom, the
superiority of the individual, and real
brotherhood among men. And if you
don't really dig those three principles,
just join for the hell of it.
Basic requirements of a prospective
pledge:
Academic
A. A pledge must have at least attained a freshman status.
B. A pledge must at least have a .9
grade average.
C.
A pledge must presently be

carrying at least 2 hours.
Athletic
A. A pledge must be able to press at
least ten pounds on any make of bench
press.
B. A pledge must know the album
version of "Ay Ziggy Zumba".
C. A pledge must be able to out run O.
J.
Social
A. A pledge must be able to locate the

south end of the Union.
B. A pledge must know the difference j
between Red and Pink Ripple.
C. A pledge must, if he is under thirty, (
have a note from his mother.
All those interested in joining are j
invited to caU 372-3274 for further information.
Stephen Faniola
409Compton
John Barkoot
233Compton
DouglasWilliams j
229 Compton

me BG news

contribution

An Independent Student Voice
I would like to express my deep admiration for those men on campus who
have found a new and exclusively manly
talent- one which we women will find
extremely difficult to imitate.
This new "art" Involves taking a
mall (or large, depending on the time of
day) balloon, filling it with one of
nature's methods of elimination (for
those of you who are not familiar with
biological terminology, I am referring to
urine), and dropping them from the
restroom windows of the dorms on unsuspecting passers-by
I would like to take this time to be the
first to congratulate you men on a Job
well done; you have managed to come up
with another very original outlet for your
frustrations.
Thank you, boys, for your wonderful
contribution to mankind!
Peg Brown
149 Chapman

editor

. .brucr m. larrick

managing editor
editorial editor
news editor

lee d. slephenson
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY EVENTS AND INFORMATION FOB FACULTY. STAFF STUDENTS

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK

Monday

SOLID WASTE PANEL
See page 2.

Tuesday

POPULATION PANEL
See page 3.

Wednesday

POPULATION SPECIALIST LECTURES
See page U.

Friday

"ICE HORIZONS 1970"
See page 6.

Sunday

MISS BOWLING GREEN PAGEANT
See page 8.
STRING QUARTET CONCERT
See page 8.

The next issue of The Green Sheet will be
distributed Monday, April 27. Notices for all
events occurring during the week April 27-May 3
must be submitted by noon on Tuesday, April 21.
Copy may be submitted by mail or in person to Mrs.
Kathryn Haueisen, 806 Adm. Bldg. , or by calling

372-2616.

MONDAY, APRIL 20
All Day
9 a.m.-3 p.m.

GOLF
MAC Invitational at Miami University.
••OHIO YOUTH COMMISSION ON SPECIAL EDUCATION
The last in a series of seminars on "Kids, Corrections, aud
Communities."
Dogwood Suite, Union.

h p.m.

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL MEETING
Alumni Room, Union.

5-5:30 p.m.

SOCCER PRACTICE
Interested persons contact Allan Sandberg, 372-5820.
Behind Memorial Hall or Sterling Farm.

6:30-8 p.m.

FUNDAMENTALS OF CATHOLICISM
St. More's University Parish.

7 p.m.

WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL CAPTAINS' MEETING
Room 206, Women's Building.

8 p.m.

••ENVIRONMENTAL TEACH-IN PANEL
"Solid Waste Panel"—a discussion of the problems and solutions of solid waste.
Ohio Suite, Union.

8:15 p.m.

••STUDENT RECITAL
James Huckemeyer, trombone, and David Jaynes, tuba.
Recital Hall, Music Building.

8:30-10 p.m.

OPEN DANCE STUDIO
Koom 302, Women's Building.

9 p.m.

AFR0TC DRILL TEAM
Room 260, Memorial Hall.

TUESDAY, APRIL 21
Noon

COMMUTER ORGANIZATION MEETING
Commuter Center, Moseley Hall.

3-5 p.m.

NON-VERBAL WORKSHOP
A weekly personal growth and learning experience, focusing
primarily on non-verbal communication and the expression of
affect through movement. Opportunity will be provided to

explore all that one is and feels within a controlled setting. To continue through the Spring quarter. Number of
persons limited. Contact Dr. Mel Foulds at the Counseling
Center, 372-2081 for details.
Room 320, Student Services Building.

-2-
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TUESDAY, APRIL iTl, cont.
3:30 p.m.

BASEBALL
Falcons vs. Wayne State, Away.

3:30 p.m.

TRACK
Falcons with Western Michigan, Fall Stati
at home.

k p.m.

ANGEL FLIGHT MEETING
Memorial Hall.

h p.m.

JUNIOR PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
Koom U36, Student Services BuildJ

h p.m.

tCS DEPARTMENT M0\
"Mr. Simplex Saves the Aspidistra"—A whlmi LcaJ axam| L< of
maze traversal using animal i
. . Generalizations
of this problem and "new ma1 ■ "
. lered.
Room 210, Mathematical Sciences Building.

5-t>:30 p.m.

ICER PRAC1
interested persons contact Allan
ndberg, 372liehind Memorial Mall or Sterling Farm.

6 p.m.

WBGU-FM'; "CAM US QUIZ"
Two-member teams from Bowling Green'i
aJ fr
and sororities are tt-;;t>
rly and trlvj i
in competition for a trophy. Tonights
Nu, Alpha Sigma Phi, and Sigma Alpha
1 Lon.
Tune in WBGU-FM, 88.1 on your radio.

6:30-8 p.m.

Lea

STUDENT REC

Natatoriuiii.
b:U5 p.m.

8 p.m.

8-9:30 p.m.

8:15 p.m.

TAU BETA SIGMA MEETING
River Room, Union.
••POPULATION PANEL
The Environmental Teach-in is sponsoring a discussion of bho
problems of population and its links to other environmental
hazards.
Grand Bullroom, Union.
SKATING CLUB
Ice Arena.
•"AMERICAN MUS1CALE
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity present:; i pi rformancc of the
winning composition in the fraternity's second uimuul composition contest.
Recital Hall, Music Building.

-3-
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 22
1-3 p.m.

ACADEMIC COUNCIL
Conference Room, Graduate Center.

5-5:30 p.m.

SIGN LANGUAGE OF THE DEAF STUDY GROUP
Room 101, Psychology Building.

5-5:30 p.m.

SOCCER PRACTICE
Interested persons contact Allan Sandberg, 372-5820.
Behind Memorial Hall or Sterling Farm.

7-9 p.m.

U.A.O. BRIDGE LESSONS
Wayne Room, Union.

7:30 p.m.

FRENCH CLUB
Alumni Room, Student Union.

8 p.m.

ti-10 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

••ENVIRONMENTAL TEACH-IN "EARTH DAY"
Dr. Paul Ehrlich, noted population specialist, author of
The Population Bomb, and professor of biology ut Stanford
University, will lecture.
Grand Ballroom, Union.
OPEN SKATING SESSIONS
Ice Arena.
•"BOWLING GREEN PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE CONCERT
The Ensemble, a group of 12 student percussionists, will
play traditional and contemporary music, including an arrangement of "Greensleeves" and Gershwin's "Fascinating
Rhythm."
Recital Hall, Music Building.

THURSDAY, APRIL 23
3-5 p.m.
3-5 p.m.

1» p.m.

••LUTHERAN STUDENT COFFEE HOUR
Faculty Lounge, Union.
GROWTH GROUP
A weekly growth group with emphasis on self-learning, expanded awareness, sensory awareness and personal transparency. To continue throughout the Spring quarter. Number
of participants limited. Contact Dr. Mel Foulds at 372-2081
for details.
Room 320, Student Services Building.
••BIOLOGY LECTURE
Dr. Jack Vaughn, department of zoology and physiology at
Miami University, will lecture on "Nuclear-Cytoplasmic
Interaction in Chromosome Basic Protein Metabolism."
Room 112, Life Science Building.

-U-
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THURSDAY, APRIL 23, cont.
5-5:30 p.m.

SIGN LANGUAGE OF THE DEAF STUDY GROUP
Room 101, Psychology Building.

5-5:30 p.m.

SOCCER PRACTICE
Interested persons contact Allan Sandberg, 372-5820.
Behind Memorial Hall or Sterling Farm.

b p.m.

ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDHOOD EDUCATION MEETING
Education majors are invited to attend. Students will report
on a "Project Panel." Projects to be discussed include Project Interaction, a methods experience project, and a Helpa-School-Child project.
Alumni Room, Union.

6:30 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE TESTIMONY MEETING
Prout Chapel.

6:30-8 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

6:30-8 p.m.

FUNDAMENTALS OF CATHOLICISM
St. More's University Parish.

7-9 p.m.

UNIVERSITY KARATE CLUB
Room 108, Women's Building.

7-9 p.m.

ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY MEETING
River Room, Union.

8 p.m.

••MFA POETRY READING
Loren Bell and John Hickam, students in the Master of Fine
Arts program, will be the featured readers. A coffee hour
will follow.
Commuter Center, Moseley Hall.

8 p.m.

••TRAVEL LECTURE
Ted Bumiller, professional lecturer and traveler, will talk
on "The Four Seasons of Scandanavia."
Grand Ballroom, Union.

8:15 p.m.

••STUDENT RECITAL
Estelle Dobbins, clarinet.
Recital Hall, Music Building.

FRIDAY, APRIL 2k
All Day

TRACK
Falcons at Penn Relays, Away.

11:30-12:30 p.m.

INTERACTION DISCUSSION
College of Education faculty and graduate student luncheon
discussion.
Rathskeller.

-5-

FRIDAY, APRIL 2«4, cont.
3:30 p.m.

BASEBALL
Falcons vs. Miami University, at Home.

5 p.m.

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL GAME WITH DEFIANCE COLLEGE
Extramural Diamond (Across from Parking Lot 8).

6:30-10 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

7 p.m.

JEWISH STUDENT CONGREGATIONAL MEETING
Prout Chapel.

8 p.m.

"ICE HORIZONS 1970"
Tickets are $1.75 for general admission, $2.75 for reserved
seats and are on sale now at the Union Box Office and the
Ice Arena.
Ice Arena.

3-10 p.m.

OPEN SKATING SESSIONS
Ice Arena.

3:15 p.m.

••GRADUATE STUDENT RECITAL
Jeanette Kohler, violin.
Recital Hall, Music Building.

SATURDAY, APRIL 25
All Day

TRACK
Falcons at Penn Relays, Away.

All Day

GOLF
Quad Invitational, at Home.

11 a.m.

WOMEN'S EXTRAMURAL TENNIS MATCH
Bowling Green vs. Kent State and Ball State.
Ice Arena Tennis Courts.

Afternoon

WOMEN'S GOLF MATCH
At Kent State University.

1 P m.

RUGBY
Falcons vs. Detroit Rugby Club.

1 P m.

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL GAME
At Ohio Northern University.

1 P m.

BASEBALL
Falcons vs. Miami University, at Home.

1. ■3 p.m.

FACULTY-STAFF RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.
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--ATURDAY, APRIL 25, eont .
2 p.m.

LACROSSE
Falcons vs. Denison, at Home.

2 p.m.

"ICE HORIZONS 1970"
Tickets are $1.25 and are on sale now at the Union Box Office
and the Ice Arena.
Ice Arena.

3-5 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

8 p.m.

"ICE HORIZONS 1970"
Tickets are $1.75 for general admission, $2.75 for reserved
seats and are on sale now at the Union Box Office and the
Ice Arena.
Ice Arena.

8-10 p.m.

OPEN SKATING SESSION
Ice Arenu.

8:15 p.m.

9 p.m.-l a.m.

••STUDENT RECITAL
Carol Vichts, viola.
Recital Hall, Music Building.
UCF "CRYPT" COFFEEHOUSE
United Christian Fellowship Center.

SUNDAY, APRIL 2b
10 a.m.-Noon

LUTHERAN STUDENT WORSHIP
Missouri Synod—University Lutheran Chapel, 10 a.m.
L.C.A. and A.L.C.—St. Mark's Lutheran Church, 11 a.m.

1:30 p.m.

RUBBER BRIDGE TOURNAMENT FOR STUDENTS
U.A.0. Cards and Games Committee is sponsoring a Rubber
Bridge Tournament for both experienced and beginner bridge
players. Cost is 50# per player to cover refreshments and
prizes. Twelve prizes will be awarded. Make reservations
by calling U.A.0. at 372-231*3 during the day or Director
Mrs. Steidtmann at 353-7571* during the evening.
Ohio Suite, Union.

2-3:30 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

3 p.m.

3:30-5 p.m.

••STUDENT RECITAL
Bill Davis and Mary Beth Allen, voice recital.
Recital Hall, Music Building.
FACULTY AND STAFF RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.
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SUNDAY, APRIL 26, cont.
3:30-5:30 p.m.

OPEN SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

It p.m.

WOMEN'S OPEN GYM
Women'8 Building.

5 p.m.

LUTHERAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION SUPPER
The LSA is sponsoring a cost supper and recreation.
to all students.
St. Mark's Lutheran Church, 315 S. College.

Open

6 p.m.

SUNDAY AT SIX
United Christian Fellowship Center.

6-8 p.m.

UNIVERSITY KARATE CLUB
Main Gyn, Men's Gym.

7 p.m.

MOVIES OF THE 30* S AND UO'S
"A Stolen Life," 19^7, with Bette Davis, Glenn Ford, Walter
Brennan, shown at 7 p.m.
"The Farmer's Daughter," I9U7, with Loretta Young, Joseph
Cotton, Ethel Barrymore, shown at 8:U5 p.m.
Admission is $1.
Room 105, Hanna Hall.

8 p.m.

MISS BOWLING GREEN PAGEANT
Fifteen contestants will vie for the title of Miss Bowling
Green 1970. The winner will go on to Sandusky this summer
for the Miss Ohio Pageant at Cedar Point. Kathy Baumann,
Miss Bowling Green 1969, Miss Ohio, and first first runnerup Miss America, will he on hand to crown the new Miss
Bowling Green. Tickets are $1.50 for adults and 75# for
children under 12 and may be purchased at the door or in
advance at Klevers Jewelry, The Chamber of Commerce Office,
or the Dairy Queen.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

8-10 p.m.

OPEN SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

8:15 p.m.

••BOWLING GREEN STRING QUARTET CONCERT
Featured in the program will be Dr. Donald M. Wilson, assistant professor of music, in "Quintet for Clarinet and Strings."
The number won second place in the 1963 Joseph H. Beams competition. Members of the group are Paul Makara, professor
of music and Young Nam Kim, instructor of music, violins;
Arthus S. Howard, associate professor of music, cello; and
Bernard Linden, associate professor of music, viola. Edward
Marks, guest soloist, clarinet, will also play.

•• Indicates events which are free and open to the public.
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Placement Schedule
SCHOOL LISTINGS:
April 27. Tallmadge City School, Mich.; Allen County Bd. of Ed., Ohio, (evening
also); Madison Local Schools, Ohio; Beecher Public Schools, Mich., (evening also);
Woodhaven School District, Mich.; Gallon City Schools, Ohio; School District of Berkley, Mich, (evening only); Norwalk City Schools, Ohio; Tiffin City Schools, Ohio;
Lamphere Public Schools, Mich., (evening also); Saline Area Schools, Mich.; Indian
Hill Exempted Village Schools, Ohio.
April 28. Shawnee Local Schools, Ohio; School District of the City of Berkley,
Mich.; Sidney City Bd. of Ed., Ohio; Clearfork Local Schools, Ohio (evening only);
Crestview Local Schools, Ohio (evening only); Plymouth Local Schools, Ohio (evening
only); Walled Lake Consolidated Schools, Mich.; Defiance City Schools, Ohio (evening
also); Chesaning Union Schools, Mich., (evening also); Jefferson Schools, Mich.,
(evening also).
April 29. Goodrich Area Schools, Mich.; Dexter City Schools, Mich.; Clarenceville Public Schools, Mich.; Fairview Park City Schools, Ohio (evening also); Battle
Creek Public Schools, Mich.; Clio Area Schools, Mich., (evening only); Chagrin Falls
Exempted Village Schools, Ohio; Clearfork Local Schools, Ohio; Crestview Local Schools,
Ohio; Plymouth Local Schools, Ohio; Brecksville City School District, Ohio; Shelbyville Central Schools, Indiana; Lansing Public Schools, Mich., (evening only); Miamisburg City Schools, Ohio; Swartz Creek Schools, Mich., (evening only).
April 30. Shelby County Schools, Ohio; Parma Public Schools, Ohio; Baldwin Community Schools, Mich.; Muskingum Area Vocational School and Technical Institute, Ohio;
Joint School District #1—West Bend, Wisconsin; Fairview Park City Schools, Ohio;
Clio Area Schools, Michigan; Lansing Public Schools, Mich.; Swartz Creek Schools,
Mich.; Troy City Schools, Mich.
May 1.

No recruiting scheduled for this day.

BUSINESS LISTINGS:
April 27. Moore Business Forms, Inc.; Ohio Hospital Assn. Kenneth Leventhal &
Co.; Sandusky Newspapers, Inc.; Adult Parole Authority; U.S. Army.
April 28. Eaton Yale & Towne, Inc.; Neisner Brothers, Inc.; Pennyrich; W. T.
Grant Co.; The May Company; Stonegate China Company; F. W. Woolworth; U.S. Department
of Health,Education, and Welfare—Audit Agency; U.S. Army.
April 29. Aetna Insurance Company; National Bank of Detroit; The Lasalle &
Koch Company; College of Agriculture and Home Economics—Ohio State University; U.S.
Army.
April 30. General Adjustment Bureau, Inc.; Arkansas-Best Freight System; Seiberling Tire & Rubber Company; Blue Cross of N. E. Ohio; U. S. Army.

Announcements

SCANDINAVIAN HOLIDAY—Reservations for Bowling Green's third annuui
summer tour will be accepted on a first-come-first-served basis until Hay 1.
For information about the tour stop by the U.A.O. Office and get a free itenerary.
BHIDGE TOUKNAMENT--U.A.0. Cards and Games Committee is sponsoring a
Rubber Bridge Tournament for students on Sunday in the Ohio Suite of the Union.
There will be a 50# charge per student to cover the cost of refreshments and
prizes. There is one section for experienced players and another for beginners.
Twelve prizes will be given. Make reservations by calling the U.A.O. Office
during the day or Director Mrs. Steidtmann at 353-757'* during the evening.
SOCCER PRACTICE—Beginning this week soccer practice will be held
Mondays through Thursdays. Practice sessions are from 5 to 5=30 and will be
held either behind Memorial Hall or on Sterling Farm. Interested persons
should contact Allen Sandberg at 372-5820.
ICE HORIZONS—"ice Horizons 70" will be presented Friday and Saturday.
The Friday and Saturday evening performances are at 8 p.m. There is also a
Saturday afternoon matinee at 2 p.m. Tickets are $1.75 for general admission and
$2.75 for reserved seats Friday and Saturday evening. All matinee tickets are
$1.25 and are general admission tickets. Tickets are on sale now at the Union
Box Office and at the Ice Arena.
ART DISPLAY—A one man showing by Bowling Green student Irene Martinez
is on display through April 30 in the lobby of the Commuter Center in Moseley.
The display consists of mixed media works.

Channel 70 Program Highlights

Monday, April 20
9 p.m.

Tuesday, April 21
9 P.m.

NET JOURNAL: "The Long Walk"
Just how far has the Navajo Indian in America come? Is there
any hope among the so-called "new Indians"? And is there
any chance for this hope in our society? These and other
questions about the Navajos are examined in this program.
NET FESTIVAL: "Glyndebourne Journal I967"
A new series of weekly specials premieres with a documentary
on England's famous Glyndebourne Opera Festival featuring
scenes from "Don Giovanni" and the rarely-performed "L'Ormindo."

Wednesday, April 22

7 p.m.
8 p.m.
10 p.m.
Thursday, April 23
8:30 p.m.

Friday, April 2k
8 p.m.
9 p.m.

Sunday, April 26
7 p.m.

8 p.m.

FIRING LINE: "The Oppenheimer Case"
VARIETIES OF BLACK POWER
This is a tape of the lecture given by Dr. Milton Yinger
during Black Culture week on the Bowling Green campus.
SOUL
NET PLAYHOUSE: "A Crack in the Ice"
Bureaucratic pandemonium is unleashed when a soldier deserts
his post to rescue a drowning peasant in the dramatization
of a story by 19th-century Russian writer Nikoli Leskov.
BLACK JOURNAL
NET FESTIVAL: "Festival Dubrovnik/Part I"
A program of religious music with performances by the
Dubrovnik City Orchestra and the chorus of Radio-Television
Zagreb.
INSIGHT: "All the Little Blumes in Pain"
An establishment lawyer invades a Haight-Ashbury pad in
search of a friend's daughter. His values collide with
those of the hippies.
THE SHOW
The SHOW focuses on award-winning filmmaker Frederick Wiseman who discusses his theory of the "cinema verite" approach
to the television documentary.
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Lectures and Seminars

GENERAL
Monday, 8 p.m.

ENVIRONMENTAL TEACH-IN PANEL
"Solid Waste Panel"—a discussion of the problems and solutions involved in solid waste.
Ohio Suite, Union.

Tuesday, 8 p.m.

POPULATION PANEL
The Environmental Teach-in is sponsoring a discussion of the
problems of population and its links to other environmental
hazards.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

Wednesday, 8 p.m.

ENVIRONMENTAL TEACH-IN PANEL
Dr. Paul Ehrlich, noted population specialist, will lecture.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

Thursday, 8 p.m.

"THE FOUR SEASONS OF SCANDANAVIA"
A U.A.O. sponsored Travel Lecture by Ted Bumiller, professional lecturer and traveler.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

BIOLOGY
Wednesday, 1* p.m.

EDUCATION
Monday, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

ENGLISH
Thursday, 8 p.m.

"NUCLEAR-CYTOPLASMIC INTERACTION IN CHROMOSOME BASIC PROTEIN
METABOLISM—a lecture by Dr. Jack Vaughn, department of
zoology and physiology at Miami University.
Room 112, Life Science Building.
SPECIAL EDUCATION SEMINAR
The Ohio Youth Commission on Special Education is conducting
the last in a series of eight seminars. This session is entitled "Intake Process and Classification of Problem Children."
Dogwood Suite, Union.
MFA POETRY READING
Loren Bell and John Hickam, students in the Master of Fine
Arts program, will read their works.
Commuter Center, Moseley Hall.
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Who has the right to evaluate?
(Continued From Page 1)
the field."
She says, however, that even a person in the same field
is not in a position to judge how good a "teacher" a faculty
member is and that their evaluations are restricted to a
professional level.
All of the leaders think students may be able to
provide the missing link but they again disagree as to the
extent the student voice would and should be considered.
Dr. Edwards said that until this point, "the primary
rule or means of evaluating has been on the basis of
publishing because there hasn't been any way to measure
good teaching."
Until you get an accurate measure, whether it be in the
form of student evaluations or something else, there is no
real way of evaluating the quality of teaching, he said.

"The students who are interested in good teachers are
entitled to them," he said, "and I think we're moving in
that direction rather rapidly. I think we have students
who sign up for a man rather than an hour.''
Dr.
Edwards says that a student voice can be a
positive contribution but will only be one consideration.
He stated that in the recently-adopted evaluation
program of the College of Business Administration, "the
student vote will have weight but not large enough to have
control."
The College of Business is the first to take administrative action on an official student evaluation.
Dr. Balogh says that the big hangup is not in the
general policies of the University or the AAUP but in the
individual departments and the way they implement
them. "I can tell you that there are probably no two
departments on this campus that implement them the
same way," he said.
"The system is workable and quite good but it's fouled
up by the departments. We shirk our responsibilities and
sometimes a guy gets tenure who shouldn't," he said.
Thatch agrees that the real power structure in terms of
keeping good educators, is on the department level.
"A department chairman wields the most influence as
to who is going to be hired and who isn't in his department.
In many cases good teaching is probably the last on the
line of considerations if it is considered at all. But, I think
it's changing," Thatch said.
"I don't think the considerations that faculty are hired,
promoted, or awarded tenure on are wrong- schooling,
publishing, research- but it's not complete until you add
the element of good teaching. A good faculty member
doesn't need tenure."
Thatch said that the "four professor controversy"
aired in the News February 10, had brought the issue to
light but that "all of this relates back to whether students
have a right to evaluate faculty, and 1 think they do."
For the most part, the good professors don't mind
being evaluated, Thatch asserted. He said that often
those standing against student evaluations or the student
voice are afraid of being revealed as bad teachers.
"So many of the upper-echelon faculty people have
spoken in favor of evaluation by students- Dr. Coffman,
the academic deans, Dr. Balogh, the College of Business
even has their own- so you know it's a valid thing in the
eyes of some good educators," he said.
Dr. Coffman fears that if something isn't done soon to
correct the situation, "a strong enough attack might be
launched to make us lose something we need to have"
I tenure l.
"I agree that the system, if it is going to stay, is going
to have to be corrected in some way- probably to get a
much better measure of student opinion."
He agreed that classroom visitation has proved un-

Dr. Bruce Edwards

'A good professor should
constantly have to prove
himself.1

Tm not threatened
by students -/ want them to be
in on it.1

Greg Thatch
satisfactory for evaluating the worth of a faculty member.
"No one is in the classroom as consistently as the
students and it doesn't make sense not to make use of
them."
Dr. Coffman believes that the student opinion should
enter decisions. He lists the first at the point of hiringletting students express thoughts about prospective
candidates- and the second as the point at which it is
decided whether the person will stay.
"Where it seems to me we have to look is at the
procedures for giving tenure, because once it's there, it's
there for good," he said.
Dr. Platt thinks the solution is definitely to include
students on the specific tenure committees to represent
students' sentiment of a candidates teaching ability. "I
think they would almost have to be seniors or graduate
students-majors. It might possibly be handled through
department honoraries," she added.
"If the students can come up with a good system of
evaluating, I'd like to embrace it," Dr. Balogh said. "I'm
not threatened by students- I want them to be in on it."
Dr. Platt expressed a hope that with the everincreasing number of available teachers, departments
may have a larger choice of candidates and make the
teaching consideration a more important criterion.
Dr. Balogh thinks a time of Judgement may be coming.
"We may be coming to the time that the tenure system
will be very critically evaluated, especially if agitation
continues by students," he said.
"There may be a time when there will be no tenure
system. It could be a good thing-a challenge," he said. "I
don't think the lack of tenure in a department would affect
its operations," he said.
Dr. Edwards agrees that the system may come under
fire but that "it will be too much trouble to get along

passes the bill, it will only be an endorsement of the idea to
the departments. He said that it would still require
pursuit and interest by students if it were to become a
working arrangement.
The willingness of faculty to grant these privileges,
according to Dr. Coffman. will be directly relative to the
amount of power students request.
"I think if it was a matter of a student observer on a
tenure committee, they would be sympathetic.'' He said,
however, that he thought they would be much less
receptive if the student was to have a vote.
The question of selecting student representation in any
form on departmental boards is an unanswered question
to all of the people Thatch believes that students will
have to show an interest and organize through their individual departments. Dr. Coffman is skeptical about
sufficient initial interest and believes the first
representatives might have to be appointed by faculty.
However. Coffman said. "There should be a student
board within each department which could represent the
students in a department."
Several departments, including economics and
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without and it will remain to be a protection against
potentially bad administration."
He feels, however, that change is possible within the
system and "the responsibility for this is squarely on the
backs of the students.
"I think the faculty is more ready to accept student
government than the students realize."
This willingness among faculty to acknowledge the
student voice is in question, and although most of these
campus leaders agree that the majority of faculty will
eventually be receptive to student demands for
representation, they also agree that students will have to
seek that right.
The original Student Council bill asks that students be
seated on departmental tenure boards in an advisory
capacity.
"The bill takes the first step to accomplish something.
It doesn't begin to get to the heart of the problems but it's
a start," Thatch said.
The bill, according to Thatch, does not set up criteria
for the weight to be given to the student voice in decisions
and there is no guarantee they would be considered at all,
even if seated.
"I think the great majority of faculty members when
asked will agree that students should have a voice but
when you're no longer talking and it comes time to grant
' you that voice it may be different. That remains to be
seen."

/
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"It strikes me as ironic that they give students a vote
on the Search and Screening Committee for choosing a
president- and I think it was an excellent move by the
board- but when we get down to the faculty level they're
saying this is a professional matter and students don't
have any rights. Students have every right and a
necessity to have a strong and meaningful voice in those
decisions," he said.
Dr. Coffman said that even if the Faculty Senate

Dr. Virginia Platt
journalism, have begun mass student organizing in recent
months in an attempt to derive concensus views and
representation.
If the faculty picked students to serve as representatives they would most likely be students who would
reflect faculty viewpoints, Thatch said. "The students
would have to pick them.
"What we'll be saying is. 'Here's a chance- take it and
make it work. If you don't you will have lost it for yourself. I think the students are ready for it."
Thatch said that he has "a degree of confidence" that
the faculty will be receptive to the Council bill.
"I think the students could go in and do one hell of a
job, and then go back in after showing their responsibility
and ask for a vote," he said.
Dr. Coffman expressed confidence that the students
were ready to accept the responsibility.
"I hope they are. My experience with students on
Academic Council has been excellent, but they are ones
who are very much involved. I hope there will be enough
of them (concerned students) and I think there would be."
In the final analysis Dr. Coffman said that students will
get a voice only if they are willing to ask for it and work
for it.
"I don't think anyone would go out and confer this on
students. They're going to have to want it."
,

There is no real
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the quality of
teaching.1
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Predicts national disaster

Egan discusses drugs
By Bonnie Brown
"The drug situation is
becoming
a
national
disaster," Father Daniel
Egan, the "Junkie Priest,"
said in a talk here Friday.
"I never thought I would be
invited to speak in Ohio I
have been denouncing it for
over 20 years," Father Egan
said.
The "Junkie Priest" said
that since the beginning of
time man has been searching
for identity, beauty and
civilization.
"To whom, to what do we
turn when we are afraid,
lonely,
frustrated
and
bugged?" Father Egan asked.
He said we have "turned
off" God, those over 30 and

even ourselves, allowing marijuana. It is children who
drugs to become a panacea for are being Influenced, he said.
everything.
He said Margaret Mead is
"Drugs," he said, "are the all right until she opens her
phoniest things on this earth." "anthropological mouth" in
"What makes a human areas beyond her knowledge
being human is his ability to and ureleretanding. "Who the
make intelligent Judgments purgatory is Dr. Margaret
about facts," he said.
Mead?" he asked.
"However, when making
Father Egan said he was
these judgments we can't let
values be lost In a world of stressing marijuana because
its use over s long period of
facts."
"If you held a gun at my time may be harmful and may
head forcing me to take lead to use of more dangerous
heroin, speed, or acid, I would drugs.
He said many people who
chose heroin. Heroin may
rape my body but speed and take marijuana out of
acid rape my mind," he said. curiosity do become depenFather Egan said an- dent on it. "I didn't know that
thropologist Margaret Mead is I needed glasses until I wore
doing "incalcuable harm" in glasses," he said.
Father Egan said that
her crusade to legalize

people must learn life from
living it rather than distorting
it with drugs. "The only thing
we have is reality. It is a
garbage heap, but going on a
trip will not help," be said.
Father Egan said the only
way to deal with suffering and
pain is to face it. "If your
father is a drunk, he's a drunk.
You don't change that by
getting stoned," he said.
"You are beautiful people.
Why not look for answers'"
Beauty is reality. Too many
college students want to
discuss and discuss without
doing a damn thing about it,"
he said.
Father Egan runs Village
Haven, a half way bouse for
female drug addicts recently
released from prison.

Debate team
Majors meet finishes sixth

r-Discuss J-School
ASTRONAUT JOHN L. Swlfert, Jr., left, de-Met np wtn.
laughter over ■ quip by President Nixon during the
ceremonies at Honolulu International Airport honoring
the crew of Apollo 13. Beside Swigert are Fred W. Halse,

AIHCIMW

Pre>ee VIvaphM*

Jr. and hii wife Marilyn, and Jamei A. Lovell. Jr. and kai
wife Mary. All three astronauti wear the Medal of
Freedom presented to them by the Preildent.

SALT causes 'prudent risk'
NEW
YORK
(APISecretary of Defense Melvin
R. I.urci said yesterday "we
are literally at the edge of
prudent risk" in postponing
decisions on major new offensive nuclear weapons to
give U.S. -Russian arms
limitation talks maximum
chance for success.
Claiming a steadily rising
Russian missile threat, I-Mini
said that "if the Soviet
strategic offensive buildup
continues, the risk to our
nation will become too great to
sustain without major offsetting actions."
In a major speech
prepared for the 70th annual
meeting of the Associated
Press, the Pentagon chief
expressed hope for success at
the strategic arms limitation
- talks-SALT-which have just
, opened a hard-bargaining
phase in Vienna.
But
l.aird
rejected

arguments that the United
States should, at the outset of
the negotiations, unilaterally
hold
up
impending
deployment of multiple independently targetable
warhead missiles, MIRVs,
and expansion of the
Safeguard missile ABM
system.
"The place to resolve these
issues is at the conference
table with the Soviets," he
said.
"Let us try to find out at the
conference table the meaning
of the Soviet Union's Increased weapon deployments
and lei us conduct these important negotiations with full
recognition of these continuing Soviet deployments."
I -ni-tl said the risks in
deferring "hard decisions" on
whether to go ahead with
advanced missiles and
bombers arc acceptable only
if the United States proceeds

zL isanello s
Delivery In
Portable Ovens

PHONE

352-6782, 5166
5 pm- lam - 2am Fri & Sat

with the long-planned MIRV
deployment and what he
called a "minimal addition"
to the Safeguard system, as
proposed this year by the
Nixon administration.
Disputing critics who
contend MIRV and ABM
systems spur the arms race,
1-aird asserted these weapons
are essential to preserve the
U.S. nuclear force that deters
Russian attack-the ABM by

saving land-based U.S.
missiles and bombers from
surprise knockout and the
MIRV by assuring that landbased
and
submarinelaunched missiles can overwhelm formidable Soviet
defenses.
The defense secretary said
the United States seek* "no
more than a posture of effective deterrence."

Candidate acts
against Big 4
COLUMBUS, Ohio-(AP) A Democratic candidate for
attorney general yesterday
asked Atty. Gen. Paul W.
Brown to file a $15 billion
lawsuit against four auto
manufacturers for pollution.
C. Raymond Marvin, 31,
said General Motors, Ford,
Chrysler and American
Motors have conspired for 17
years to block the research
and development of antipollution devices,
A federal court found them
guilty last year, Marvin said,
and Ohio's attorney general
"has a mandatory duty to file
suit."
Brown, campaigning for

governor on the Republican
ticket, was not available for
comment. His aidea refused
comment.
Marvin, a Cleveland
attorney, said the four auto
manufacturers have, since
1953, had an agreement to
eliminate all competition
among themselves In regard
to pollution control devices.
Marvin also asked that
Brown seek injunctions
require the four to Install
pollution control devices in all
of their new cars sold in Ohio
and to pay the costs for putting
the devices in their cars sold
in Ohio since 1963.

Two new Chevelles at
two new lower prices.

An Organization of Journalism Majors was formed
Sunday night with more than
100 of the University's 300
journalism students participating.
The organization, a special
student self-interest group,
was designed as an outlet for
complaints, grievances and
recommendations on courses
and instructors, according to a
student spokesman.
The organization concept
was formed last quarter by a
number
of
Journalism
students who felt the
curriculum of the Journalism
School was outmoded and
several of their instructors
hsd antiquated teaching
styles.
An ad hoc committee to
organize the majors began
last quarter to stimulate
student interest and to convince Journalism students of
their right and obligation to
say something about the shape
and quality of their Journalism
education.
A group of about 13 Journalism students carried
protest placards last quarter
and demonstrated in the office
of
Journalism
School
Director, Dr. Joseph A. Del
Porto and the office of Dean
Kark Vdgt, College of
Business Administration, who
oversees Journalism School
direction.
Sunday's meeting drew
grievances and proposals
from the majors and nine
executive commltteemen
were elected to write out
formal complaints to be
submitted to Dr. Del Porto by
next week the spokesman
said.
The commltteemen will
also formulate a plan of action
to deal with the complaints.

Some of the complaints the
majors listed were:
-a weak and easy
curriculum, which has harmed the reputation of the
School in the eyes of other
University academic
departments and colleges,
-a director who has not
supported his own faculty, nor
pushed the reputation of his
school, or fought for an increased departmental budget
from the Administration,
-a stagnant teaching style
by several of the nine-member
journalism School faculty, not
in keeping with either the
demands of the outside,
professional media, or the
fast-changing scope of modern
journalism.
The
organization
is
believed to be the first of its
kind at the University in which
students are interested in
taking an active role in their
own futures through commenting on both course
curriculum and Instructors.

The University debate
team placed sixth in the nation
at the National Intercollegiate
Debate Tournament In
Houston, Texas over the
weekend.
Gene George, junior (LA)
and J. Alan Miller, senior
(LA), represented the team
which had been undefeated in
the Mid-West district competition.
To get to the national
championships the team won
the fifth district tournament in
March at Terre Haute Ind.
There are eight districts in the
United States.
Topic for the debate was
"Resolved:
the Federal
Government should grant a
specific per cent of Income
Tax Revenues to State
Governments." George and
Miller were required to
present both sides of the
subject.
"We have been preparing
for this all year," Dr. Dan

Millar, director of debate at
the University said. "All the
other tournaments were
pointing to the national*."
Of the 1,400 debate teams
on college campus, 46 were
invited to compete in the
national tournament by
winning or placing high in
their district tournaments.
After preliminary competition, the top 16 teams
advanced to the quarter finals
where the local debaters
defeated UCLA.
"UCLA was one of the top
two teams in the country," Dr.
Millar said. "Many people
had predicted they would win
the championship."
The team then lost to
Canlsius College of New York,
in their next match.
Other teams the debaters
faced included Southern
California, University of
Denver, Georgetown
University, Loyola of Los
Angeles, and Oklahoma
University.

Festival rates 7 film prizes
Seven films were awarded
equal prizes in the traveling
exhibit of the Ann Arbor Film
Festival shown here last
weekend.
Judges
Dr.
Frank
Baldanza, professor of
English; Carl Hall, associate
professor of art; and James
Myers, senior (LA); awarded
$50 each to the following
films:
"Airplane Glue, I Love
You," a comic narrative of a
grown man who must go back
to the sixth grade;

WRIGHT SLACKS
ARE FOR LOOKING
GOOD

"Boxing," a composite of
clips and stills from famous
prizefights;
"The Clown," a narrative
of an interracial love affair set
against
a
carnival
background;
"Necrology,'' an
illusionary film in which a
camera seemingly pans down
an endless flight of steps on
which people stand:
"Porch Glider," a moodpiece which records the events
taking place on and around a
porch glider during the course
of s day and night;
"Prelude," the story of a
young college man separated
by the draft and his decision to

refuse induction;
And "The Tragic Diary of |
Aero, the Fool", a long account of three people in the I
process of making a film and
interacting dramatically with |
one another.
Each of the seven Festival I
programs contained some
narrative, some documentary
and some lyric films. They
also had a mixture of
humorous and serious films.
Dr.
Edgar
Daniels,
professor of English and the
coordinator of the program
here, said the lighter films
were better, because "youth It j
at its best when it is being
humorous."

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE!
Incense, Cards,
Seals and Wax, Posters,
BGSU Jewelry % Price
EVERYTHING MUST GO!
SAVE 10-20-50%!!!

Chevelle 4-Door Sedan

$148 less

Krickshaw Gift Shop
139 E. Wooster

than our previous lowest priced 4-door.

STUDENTS m FACULTY
MAKE> MONEY <(SAVE
Chevelle Sport Coupe

BUY

$147 less

AT

than our previous lowest priced hardtop.
wide-stance chassis design, side-guard
beams in the doors, cargo-guard luggage
compartment, bias belted ply tires.
Lower priced they are, by as much as
$148. But lower priced looking and feeling they aren't.
Which will get us no love notes from
the competition. But maybe it will
from you.
Putting VMI first, kM|H ua first.

• MUSICAL HOTRWKNTS

WHOLESALE PRICES

COMPETE WITH ANYONE

Now it's America's lowest priced mid-size hardtop.
, We took America's best selling midsize car. Then, added two new lower
priced models, including a Sport Coupe
that's priced less thin any other mid-sire
hardtop you can buy.
Still, they both have Chevelle's smart
new grille for 1970. And Chevelle's newly
styled Body by Fisher. And Chevelle's
Full Coil suspension with custom fitted
springs at each wheel. And Chevelle's

• LP RECORDS
• AUDIO EQUIPMENT
• PRE-RECOROED Itf BUNK TAPES

•Baled OM manufacturer'I tugKed retail price*, including
r.l CRCIH lu and uiggntcd
daaltr new car preparation
charge*.

Wright Slacks are for looking good on
the hanger and on you. The secret? Fit.
So if you want good fashion in the season's newest colors and fabrics, think
Wright. Wright Slacks ... try them on
for size at any good store.

uuriQht slacks

EARN

• MONEY Mr Y0URSE LF M EVERY SAU
YOU HAKE
• SAVE MONEY far YOUR FE LLM
STUDENTS MM FACULTY MEMBERS

FOB FULL
DE TAILS
CONTACT

Mr. JACK COHEN -

DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
»6-35 54th ROAD
MASPETH. M.T. 11378
(111) MI-30S8
A SUBaiCMARV OP
• AM GOODY. INC.
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OFS passes
fee resolution

Earth Day project
to re-cycle wastes
By Meg Crossgrove
A project conceived by a
University student (or local
observance of National Earth
Day tomorrow will involve the
cooperation of Bowling Green
citizens as well as the campus
community.
The Earth Day project,

Vlcki Evans

developed from a suggestion
made by Vicki Evans,
sophomore (LA), Involves a
city-wide collection drive for
discarded newspapers and
aluminum cans which will be
sold to two local industries and
reprocessed Into useful
products.
•'The idea of this drive is to
emphasize the fact that much
waste material can be recycled and turned into usable
goods, instead of being burned
or dumped and further
polluting the environment,"
said Miss Evans, who heads
the collection committee.
Newspapers collected will
be purchased by Allied Insulation Distributors of
Bowling
Green
for
reprocessing into insulation,
Miss Evans said.
The
aluminum cans will be sold at
scrap to Dolgin Steel, also o)
Bowling Green, to be meltec
down and reprocessed, she
said.
The drive will be made by a
committee of 25 University
students, all volunteers, including representatives from
each campus dormitory, said
Miss Evans. Collection will
begin at 9 a.m tomorrow and
continue throughout the day,
she said.
Community residents have
been
asked
to
place
newspapers and aluminum
cans in front of their homes in
clearly marked, separate
containers to ease pick-up,
said Miss Evans. On the
campus, she added, boxes
designated for the drive will
be placed in all dormitories.

•.■■ociotad r>ni Wlrvphoto

"HI GOVERNOR" - Three young men, fitting on the
sidewalk and handing out leaflets calling for a student
strike at Miami University at Oxford, Ohio, turn around
and shout "HI Governor," as Gov. James A. Rhodes, in

Vietnam withdrawal

More troops to leave
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif,
i API-President Nixon told
the nation last night he plans
to withdraw 150,000 additional
U.S. troops from South
Vietnam by May 1971-and
might order further withdrawals if there were progress
on the negotiating front.

Court nixes fund cut
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme Court ruled 6 to 2
yesterday that California may
not scale down welfare
payments to dependent
children on a presumption
that men living in the
household provide financial
support. v
The decision, given by
Justice William 0. Douglas,
reverses a three-Judge federal
panel in San Francisco, but
does not end the legal dispute.
The case was returned to the
court in California in a way
that will permit California to
try to square its regulations
with those of the federal
government.
Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger and Justice Hugo L.
Black dissented. They said
the issues involved do not
belong in the courts at this
stage.
Moreover, Black said with
Burger's approval, the federal
government has no constitutional power to force
California or any other state to
adopt a particular welfare
system.

by state law.
The high court revives the
HEW regulation.
Douglas
said it evidently is based on
current, practical realities.

front of left pillar leaves the school administration
building Friday during an Inspection trip following night
disorders on the campus. Some ISO young people were
arrested after they took over a ROTC building.

Certainly, he said, in the absence of a marriage tie there
is lesser likelihood that the
man is making financial
contributions.

In a live television-radio
address from the Western
White House here, Nixon said:
"The decision I have announced tonight means that
we finally have in sight the
just peace we are seeking. We
can now say with confidence
that pacification is succeeding.
"We can say with confidence that the South Vietnamese can develop the
capability for their own
defense. We can say with
confidence that all American
combat forces can and will be
withdrawn."
While the 150,000 withdrawal goal was triple any

previous pullout figure, it will
be stretched over a much
longer time span.
However, a White House
official who declined to be
identified by name said the
new withdrawal target would
mean the return to the United
States of uniformed men at
approximately the same rate
as in recent months.
By May 1971, the official
said, the authorized U.S. troop
ceiling in South Vietnam
would stand at 2(4,000.
compared with a peak of
549.500 early in 1969.
Nixon said "The timing
and pace of these new withdrawals within the overall

schedule will be determined
by our best judgment of the
current
military
and
diplomatic situation."
The anonymous official
emphasized, however, that the
150,000 target is irreversible
under any foreseeable circumstances.
While promising that "we
shall withdraw more than
150,000 over the next year if we
make progress on the
negotiating front," Nixon said
he "must report with regret
that no progress has taken
place" in the quest for a
negotiated setUement.

Ohio Faculty Senate
(OFS) Saturday adopted a
resolution asking for fee
waivers for all full-time
faculty, staff and employees
at state supported universities, colleges and institutions.
The resolution also asked
for waivers for spouses and
children of employees.
Dr. Michael Moore. OFS
chairman and associate
professor of history, said the
resolution was the result of a
desire by Senate members for
a uniform feee waiver
program at all state supported
institutions.
Members stressed the
importance of fee waivers as
fringe benefits in attracting
faculty and staff.
The resolution also included a recommendation that
fee-waivers be reciprocal
between all state assisted
schools.
The Senate also adopted
a resolution aimed at increasing the role of the

faculty in academic planning.
The resolution stated that
the variety and complexity of
duties performed by institutions of higher learning
necessitate joint planning
among
governing boards,
administrators.
faculties,
students and others.
"The creation of the
Board of Regents now makes
it necessary that this Joint
planning and effort be on a
state-wide basis. The Ohio
Faculty Senate is the approporiate faculty group to be
involved at the state-wide
level." the resolution said.
It also stated an intent on
the part of the Senate to
conduct an overall review of
recommended revisions to the
Ohio Board of Regents'
Master Plan for Higher
Education.
A further discussion of the
Master Plan is scheduled for
the next meeting Saturday,
May 23. in the Ohio Education
Association
Building at
Columbus.

'Ice Horizons'
opens Friday
Janet Lynn, 1970 U.S.
Figure Skating Champion,
will be featured in the Bowling
Green Skating Club's third
annual ice show Friday and
Saturday in the Ice Arena.
Miss Lynn, a 16-year-old
high school junior, was a
member of the 1968 Olympic
and World Teams and was a
runner up to Peggy Fleming,
Olympic gold medalist.
"Ice Horizons 1970" will
include more than 300 performers from the Bowling
Green Skating Club, the
Bowling Green Junior Skating
Club and the University

Skating Club.
Six major production
numbers, 44 individual acts
and 16 solo performances
have been planned for the
programs. Acts include
precision skating, ice dancing,
comedy and a storybook
"Cinderella" production.
Programs are scheduled
for 8 p.m. Friday and 2 and 8
p.m. Saturday.
Tickets are $2.75 for
reserved seats and $1.75 for
general reserve at the evening
performances and $1.25 for
all seats at the matinee.

•

White Hut Super King Drive-In

The California regulations
scaled down payments to
dependent children when a
stepfather or another man
lived reularly in the house.
The court in San Francisco upheld the regulations
and struck down a regulations
by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare that
specified the income of a
stepfather or any other man
living regularly in the house
may not be considered to be
available to the children
unless the man is legally
obligated to support the child

MYKE
1095 DAYS
& every
day is better

The White Hut Super King Drive-In is located in
Bowling Green at 945 S. Main. Dial 354-5893 for
take-out orders. We are open 24 hours to serve you.
The seeker of good food must indeed be satisfied at the White Hut
Super King Drive-in. Whether at lunch
or a snack in the evening, you will
find our food of the highest quality,
that will please the most jaded appetite. Among the many things the White
Hut Super King Drive-in is noted for
their service which is unexcelled, and
where everything is attractively
served.

Try our food. Then you will know
why it is the talk of the town. All these
enticing foods and our fast service
make this a pleasant place to stop
when in Bowling Green.
When you don't feel like preparing a meal at home and you don't feel
like dressing up to go to a restaurant,
the White Hut Super King Drive-in
will solve your problems. We will also
prepare any order to go.

LYN
ANGELS:
Your Wings
were
Clipped
Love,
The Cherubs

WHITE
945 S. Main

HUT
Phono 354-5893

She's featuring Bar Bells by
Anvil, the slack that looks
like it costs more. She
topped hers with a cotton
knit, striped top, tucked it
in and set it off with a gaily
printed multi-color belt.
What a way to be comfortable, yet stylish.

Anvil ... the slacks for campus men and women. Give
you that carefree, yet
smartly styled look for class,
chug-a-luggin' or just plain
loafin'. His modish flares
make' a great combo with
the fishnet tank top and
suave body shirt.

Qlljr UmurrBity g>l|0p

t

532 E. WOOSTER
352-5165

MON-SAT S a.m. to 5:M p.m
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Antiwar office fo c/ose
WASHINGTON (AP) The Vietnam Moratorium
Committee, sponsor of last
fall's massive antiwar
demonstration, will shut down
its national office at the end of
the month and concentrate Its
efforts on local organization.
The shift In tactics*by the
committee, which came into
being nearly a year ago,, was
announced Sunday by Sam
Brown, one of its four national
coordinators.
The
committee
organized a mass antiwar
inarch on
Washington
last Oct. 15 and joined wit
other groups In sponsoring a
Nov. IS demonstration against

the Vietnam war.
Brown aald he felt the real
work
of the antiwar
movement needs to be done at
the local level.
He said the committee
also was In danger of
becoming what he called a
group of
"peace
bureaucrats."
He said nearly one million
persons demonstrated last
Wednesday against U.S.
Vietnam policies, but added
"there is little prospect of
immediate change in the
administration's policy in
Vietnam."
"We have been spending
far too much time keeping the

ATTENTION
ACCOUNTING
MAJORS
BLUE CROSS of Northeast Ohio in
Cleveland, wlli conduct campus Interviews for
positions as Junior Auditors on Thursday,
APRIL 30.
Appointments should be scheduled through
the BGSU Plaremrat Office..

office operating, and not
enough time doing what we
are supposed to do-help to end
the wax," he said.
Brown said the lease the
committee
will
cease

operations as a national
organization on that date.
He denied that lack of
funds is the reason for closing
down the committee, although
it is $50,000 In debt.

Sealy drops
governor bid
Most of yesterday's
political action centered in the
governor's
race
with
gubernatorial and Senate
hopefuls continuing their
' demands for pollution control.
The major development
came early yesterday when
Albert Sealy Jr., of Dayton,
called off his
sagging
Republican gubernatorial bid
and threw his backing to State
Auditor Roger Cloud
Sealy said lack of advertising funds had made his
victory "Impossible." He
described Cloud as the only
GOB candidate with a vision
of financial reform for Ohio.
Even as Cloud was expressing gratitude for Sealy's
backing, his opponent, U.S.
Rep. Donald E. "Buz"
I .ukens, was claiming the
support of Sealy's state cochairman.

I.ukens, also a GOP
hopeful in the governor's race
said he won the backing of Mai
Timm and John Hayes, formerly the Sealy state cochairman. Sealy's name is
expected to remain on the
ballot because many of the
ballots were already printed.
Also yesterday Lukens
called for a massive welfare
reform. He said, "We must
not make welfare so comfortable that it destroys the
incentive to work."
Cloud, however, perhaps
hopefully
looking
to
November, lashed out at D
emocratic
gubernatorial
candidate John Gilligan.
Cloud described Gilligan as
negative thinking."
He said, "A governor does
not solve problems by
wringing his hands and crying
'chaos and collapse.

SHAWNEE SCHOOLS
RECRUITING
Lima, Ohio

APRIL 28, 1970
- An Equal Opportunity
Employer —

Eictlklt SiUrits-EicalUit Facilities
Do Yoa Want to
Teach la Aa ExciUag School System?

SIGN UP TODAYI

Employment
the following employment
opportunities are available for
we week of April 27. Appointments for interviews can
now be made In the Office of
Career
Planning
and.
Placement Services, third
floor of the Student Services
Building.

System, Inc. - All Majors
Selberling Tire ft Rubber
Company - Production Mgmt.,
Sales, Staff Engineering,
Research & Development,
Methods & Standards
AGENCIES AND COLLEGES
APRIL 27
Ohio Hospital Association
Open Schedule
Adult Parole Authority - Adult
Probation & Parole Officers

BUSINESS
APRIL 27
Moore Business Forms, Inc. All majors for sales rep.
positions
Kenneth Leventhal & Co. Staff Accountants
Sandusky Newspapers, Inc. Open Schedule
APRIL 28
Eaton, Yale & Towne - Purchasing, Accounting, Ind.
Mgmt., Industrial Relations
Neisner Brothers, Inc. Merchandising, Store Mgmt.
Pennyrich - Open Schedule
W.T. Grant Company - Store
Mgmt., All Majors
The May
Company
Marketing, Retailing
F.W. Woolworth, Co. - Mgmt.
and Executive Positions
Stonegate China Company Summer Sales
APRIL 29
Lasalle & Koch Company Open Schedule
National Bank of Detroit Mgmt., Comptrollershlp,
Loan Analyst, Computer
Science, Operations,
Research, Mgmt. Science
Aetna Insurance - Open
Schedule
APRIL 30
General Adjustment Bureau,
Inc. - Insurance Auditors
Norfolk & Western Railroad Mgmt. Trainees, All Majors
Arkansas-Best
Freight

APRIL a
U.S. Dept. of Health, Ed., 1
Welfare - Auditors

Opportunities
HPE, Math, Music, Sci., Sp.
Ed.
Madison Local Schools, O. El. - El. Ed., Ind. Ed., Music,
SSp. Ed., Sp. 4 Hearing
Allen County Board of Ed., O.All Areas but MHPE and Soc.
Studs.
Indian Hill Exempted Village
Schools, 0. - All Areas
Tallmadge City Schools, 0. Nearly all areas
Gallon City Schools, O. - Open
Schedule

APRIL 28
Shawnee Local Schools, 0. Open Schedule
Sidney City Schools, 0. - Open
APRIL 29
Schedule
College of Agriculture *Home Clearfork Local Schools, 0. Ec., Ohio State U. - Research Art, El. Ed., Eng., WHPE.
and teaching assistantships It French, Spanish, Math, Earth
fellowships, technical per- Sci., Sp. Ed.
Plymouth Local Schools, 0. •
sonnel for R&D
Bus. Ed., El. Ed, Eng., Math,
Sci., History, Sp. Ed.,
APRIL 30
Blue Cross of N.E. Ohio - Guidance
Crestview Local Schools, 0. Auditors
Open Schedule
Walled Lake Consolidated
schools
Schools, Mich. - El. Ed.,
APRIL 27
Saline Area Schools, Mich. - Music, Ind. Ed., Art, Sci., Sp.
Eng.-Coaching, Women's Ed.
Guidance & .Counseling, Ind. Defiance City Schools, 0. Open Schedule
Ed., MHPE, El. Ed.
Lamphere Public Schools, Jefferson Schools, Mich. - Bus.
Mich. - Art, Bus. Ed., El. Ed., Ed., El. Ed., Eng., Home Ec.,
Ind. Ed., Math, Gen. Sci.
Math, Sci., Sp. Ed.
Berkley Schools, Mich. - Art, Chesaning Union Schools,
El. Ed., Ind. Ed., Math, Bio., Mich. - Open Schedule
Berkley Schools, Mich. - See
Earth Sci.
Norwalk City Schools, O. - April 27
Bus. Ed., El. Ed., Eng., Home
Ec., Ind. Ed.. Sci., Soc. Stds.. APRIL 29
Sp. Ed., Reading, Guidance Goodrich Area Schools, Mich.
Tiffin City Schools, O. - Art, - Open Schedule
El. Ed., Ind. Ed., Music, Sp. Dexter City Schools, Mich. Art, El. Ed., WHPE
Ed., Sp. & Hearing
Woodhaven School District, Clarenceville Public Schools,
Mich. - El. Ed., Eng., French, Mich. - Nearly all areas
Spanish, Math, Sci.
Lansing Public Schools, Mich.
Beecher Public Schools, Mich. - All arras
- Bus. Ed., El. Ed., Journ., Miamisburg City Schools, 0. -

WHAT MAKES
NEISNER'S
SO SPECIAL?
IT TAKES A SPECIAL TYPE OF PERSON. NOT JUST SHEER NUMBERS, BUT
PEOPLE WHOSE EFFORTS, TALENTS AND IMAGINATION ARE ALL WRAPPED
UP IN A GROWTH-MINDED COMPANY.
MERCHANDISE PROGRAM - BS CANDIDATES IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION--MARKETING OR RETAILING PREFERRED
A one-year store oriented training program concentrating on store operations, merchandising, sales promotion,
advertising. Initial Home Office assignment as an assistant buyer. Further progression opportunities in buying,
merchandising, advertising, and sales promotion.

STORE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM - BS/BA CANDIDATES IN ALL MAJORS
A three-year program in store operations concentrating on merchandising, customer and employee relations, advertising, display, promotion, budgeting, inventory and profit control, community affairs. Initial goal to direct
units with annual sales of S3 million or more with a profit-sharing plan geared to store results. Further opportunities in district and operations management.

SEE THE EXECUTIVE RECRUITER HERE, APRIL 28
or write Personnel Director, Neisner Brothers Executive Offices, 49 East Avenue, Rochester N.Y. 14604

Bus. Ed., El. Ed., Ind. Ed.,
Math, Sci.. Sp. Ed.
Swartz Creek Schools, Mich. Open Schedule
Clio Area Schools, Mich. - Bus.
Ed., El. Ed., Indd. Ed., Qeo.,
Sp. Ed., Sp. & Hr. Therapy
Battle Creek Public Schools.
Mich. - Nearly all areas
Chagrin Falls Exempted
Village Schools, 0. - El. Ed.,
Ind. Ed., French-Eng.,
Chagrin Falls Exempted
Village Schools, 0. - HPE.
Sci.,
History,
Spl.Hr
Therapy
Brecksville City Schools, 0. El. Ed., Ind. Ed., FrenchEng., Math
Shelbyville Central Schls.,
Ind. - Art, Bus. Ed., El. Ed.,
Ind. Ed., Math, Sci., Sp. Ed.,
Sp. &Hr Therapy
Fairview Park City Schls., 0. All Areas
Clerafork Local Schools, 0. See April 2t
Crestview Local Schools, 0. •
See April 28
APRIL 29
Shelby County Schools, 0. Open Schedule
Baldwin Community Schools,
Mich. - Nearly all areas
Muskingum Area Vocational
Schls., Mich. - All Areas
Joint Sch. Dist. No 1, West
Bend, Wis. - Open Schedule
Parma Public Schools, 0. Art, Bus. Ed., El. Ed., Eng.,
Home Ec.. Ind. Ed.. Math,
Sci., Sp. Ed.
Troy City Schools, Mich. - Art,
Bus Ed., El. Ed., HPE, Home
Ec., Ind. Ed., lib. Sci., Math,
Music. Math, Music, Sci., Sp.
Ed.
Lansing Public Schools, Mich.
-See April a
Swartz Creek Schools, Mich. See April a
Clio Areas Schools, Mich. - See
April M
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Fee protest march proves peaceful
By Barb JacoU
DaneeneFry
COLUMBUS-Approximately 2,000 students
responded Saturday to the
state-wide call to march to the
'State House to demand tax
reforms and lower university
fees.
Students, representing 11
universities, gathered on the
Ohio State Oval to walk in the
four-mile march to the home
of the Ohio General Assembly
to voice their disapproval with
•university's current financial
situation.
The demonstration,

sponsored by Students For
Reasonable Fees, was to be a
"peaceful and legal action
aimed at gaining mass support," according to Doug
O'Meara. parade marshall
from Ohio University.
The protest, scheduled to
begin at 12:15 p.m.. began a
half-hour late, and proceeded
1own the west side of N. High
St., a main artery of this city,
to the State House.
The delegation from OU
secured a parade permit and
provided the necessary $300 to
pay for the services of the 20
police officials required by the
permit.

appropriated $600 for transportation facilities to the
march, but leaders voted to
use part of the funds to finance
the parade permit.
"Some kids hitchhiked a
few drove down," said
O'Meara, "But a lot of people
didn't come because they
couldn't afford rides."
Student parade marshalls,
provided by the various
university delegations, were
spaced evenly on both sides of
the demonstrators and urged
them to "keep four-abreast"
to avoid confusion.
Head marshalls kept informed
of
activities
throughout the march via
short wave radios and
messengers.
The demonstrators proceeded at a fast
pace. Some carried signs
reading "Ohio AFL£IO for
reasonable student fees" and
"Rhodes' Raiders Screwed
us."
Some protestors handed
leaflets to motorists waiting
(or the column to pass, and
others toon-lookers standing
along the sidewalks.
Occasionally the group
would break into clapping,
chants and songs. Invariably
thev returned to "2,4,6,8,
organize and smash the
state." a familiar chant in
recent marches across the
nation.
Some on-lookers nodded
and shouted agreement with
the marchers' "cause."
Others emitted cat-calls and
derogatory comments. Most
Just quietly watched the
students pass.
The
demonstrators
laughed as one small boy
yelled. "Walk on the sidewalk.
Hey, why don't you guys walk
on the sidewalk?"
On arriving at the State
Capitol Building, students

gathered on the steps to listen
to speakers and heard letters
read, written by various
political candidates.
The purpose of staging the
protest on Saturday was to
choose a day when the state
legislature was not meetingsymbolic of the legislature's
alleged inaction toward the
university financial crises.
Dr.
Douglas
Carr,
professor of sociology at OSU,
expressed distress with the
quality of news coverage of
the students' march.
"We are fighting a
tremendously important
fight against tremendously
important people, and we are
not going to have the benefit of
the mass media," said Dr.
Carr.
"They do not give the
public the facts they need to
know," he said. "We are the
fifth wealthiest state in the
nation yet we are 46th in
support of higher education."
"The state has the money
to pay for this education but
they are Just not doing it,"
said Dr. Carr. He mentioned
the differences in students'
family income and said, as a
professor, he would rather
teach middle class black
students than Just those from
wealthy families.
"Should we have higher
fees? Ofcoursenot,"saidDr.
Carr. "The answer is no fees
at all."
The protestors, who had
begun the fight with the
concept of lower fees and tax
reforms, moved toward a
concept of eliminating all fees
according to Dr. Carr's
speech.
Dr. Carr said the USSR
has free education for
everyone to the age of twentyone. "How they can do it with
a half-billion people I don't
know," said Dr. Carr.
Following Dr. Carr's
discussion, representatives of
several current political
candidates read letters of
regret at not being able to
attend the protest, and
comments supporting the
demonstration.
Students hissed and yelled
"Where's your man? Why
isn't he here to tell us in
person?" to the candidates'
representatives.
Leonard Tate, student
government president at
Central State University,
grabbed
the
speaker's
microphone and told students
his delegation felt the purpose
of the protest was being
defeated because they were
listening to letters instead of
the candidates.
"We've been more or less
had...again," said Tate.
"We've been taken by the
state legislature. It's a long,
painful, dry process and we've
been had."
"I hate Ohio politics and
politics in this country so
damn bad," said Tate, "but
we've got to do it, we've got to
work in the system."
Tate said students must
"use the politicians" to get
what they want and if
necessary "to start militant
speeches calling the siate

N»wa*H«l0 by Sarb Joiolo

STUDENTS from state universities all over the state
march down N. High St in Columbus on their way to the
legislature and Chancellor
John Millett out of their offices, and getting some action."
After blasting Ohio politics,
Tate said Ohio education "is in
a Mississippi-like state." He
announced plans to organize
groups from all state
universities to investigate the
policies of Ohio gubernatorial
candidates.
Tate urged the students to
make "the choice of lesser of
all the evils among the
political candidates."
Ways in which funds could
be raised were proposed by
Charles Borsari, MFL-CIO
representative for higher
education, who said the AFLCIO had presented the
proposals to the General
Assembly and received no
action.
The proposals included :
-a five per cent corporate
Income tax which could raise
$225 million per year;
-a five per cent severance
tax on those who wish to use
Ohio's natural resources and
could raise $25 million per
year;
-elimination of the direct
use exemption for natural
resources which could raise
$150 million per year;
-a two per cent business
tax on unincorporated
businesses which could
provide $40 million per year;
-a uniform tax on state and
federal banks which could
raise $20 million per year.
"The total would be $460
million per year to help keep
reasonable student fees," said
Borsari.
He called Gov. Rhodes'
statement that increasing
corporate taxes would hurt
Ohio industry "political
poppycock."
"Taxes are not that important a factor when industry
is considering coming into a
state," said Borsari.

PIZZAlllPARt.OP

OLD TIME FLICKS
Enjoy Your Favorites
W.C. FIELDS
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
LAUREL & HA

HMtBUtteaagJa.

Every Wednesday 8 p.m. - n p.m.
Open Every day from 11 a.m.
Yowr favorite OfrlMfrlc btor plwi
. 14 *M> of Imported bur.

HEAR THE IRON BUTTERFLY
PLAY

IN-A-GADDA-DA-VIDA
Saturday, May 2 at 8:30
$3.00, $3.50, & $4.00

1037 N. MAIN • PHONE 353-5461
"H'IWW

«»■ Ji Alwwr* In ©oorf rosf.r

State Capital Building to stage a demonstration against
higher fees.

Nvwiphoto by Barb Jocola
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Psychologist cites
technological needs
Modern society is in
desperate need of a reassessment of its technology,
according to Dr. George
Miller, past-president of the
American Psychological
Association.
In a dedicatory address for
the new Psychology Bldg.
Friday evening. Dr. Miller
said, "Everyone should be
educated to consider a new
and broadened technology
relevant to society."
Dr. Miller denounced a
number
of
"abusive"
psychological techniques, and
suggested criteria by which
the layman may judge the
devices.
The criteria includes:
validity,
intelligibility, reliability,
respect for individuality and
legal rights, accountability,
and distributability
The polygraph, or lie
detector test, was singled out
by Dr. Miller as one
psychological technique
presently being misused.
"Many times the test is no

test results due

more than a trial by ordeal,"
he insisted, adding that the
test's infallibility cast doubt
on its reliability.
The
psychologist also claimed that
the lie-detector is unconstitutional because it
forces an individual to give
evidence against himself.
Sublimal-or suggestiveadvertising was also attacked
by Dr. Miller as being
abusive.
Such advertising is flashed
across screen at a very high
rate of speed, so that the
viewer only receives a subconscious suggestion, not
realizing they are being
subjected to advertising.
Dr.
Miller
contends,
however, that psychological
techniques are not the most
dependable methods of human
control.
"The
most
precise
technique," he said "is human
life, the second most precise is
money. And the psychologist
did not invent either of them,"
he pointed out.

By Anthony Morne

Associated Pr.n Wir.oK.1.

DISCUSS STUDENT UNREST-Ohio Gov. James A. Rhodes, left, and Miami
University President Dr. Phillip Shriver discuss with newsmen Thursday the
takeover of an ROTC building on the school's campus at Oxford, Ohio, Wednesday
night..

TO
DO
TODaY
CAP AND GOWN
Rental orders should be
placed as soon as possible by
June graduation candidates at
the University Bookstore,
Student Services Bldg.

t

Graduation
announcement;
will be available about twc
weeks prior to graduation.
POETRY READING
By John Woods will be

ALPHA CHI'S
THEIR NEOPHYTES!!

412 EAST WOOSTF.R
CLOSED MONDAYS

of Bowling Green=

PSICH1
Will meet at 6:30 p.m. in
108 Psychology Bldg.
The
Springfield trip will be
discussed.
OUTING CLUB
Will hold an executive
board meeting at 4 p.m. in 100
Women's Bldg.
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LOST AND FOUND
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6 pm

Apartment for sublet-aummer
school only 2-persons Call 35270M.

For Sale: I9CO MCA. excellent
condition Many new parts,
warranty on battery. Best
Offer. Pete OMUL

Hatf-t 14u per lint? per <by. 2
lines minimum, average of &
Want to rent parking Lpace Super Apartment for 2 males
•word* per line
IVadlines. 3 p.m two <layi nt*r Newman Center. Fall need to sublease for summer
qtr.
Call Bob. wk mtes after I m month Call 352-0111
befwe 0at«- .•( publication.
TV BG Nt-wit reserve* the pm 352-09:3
For sale 1 Traiultoriied
right to t<dit or reject any
classifle'd
advertisement Sblt. 2-6drm apt. for summer ignition system new. 6 volt
neg
gnd CALL 572J6H
at reduced rate Call 352-0175
pirn*
.Tinted «T(>TS which in the
News' opinion deter (rom the Summer sublease rent Apt. 4 rooms for summer
value i* the advertisement, reduced Greenview Call 352- •croaa from campus. Phone
353-7365
will be rectified free of charge 0515
if reported in person within 41
Apt. for summer "sublease" Mate student to share apt.
hour* of publication

ROOT BEER
Lost: l female puppy near
Clough * ManviUe. black with
white on her chin and under
neck. Answers to Sam.
Reward. CALL 352-0404.

RENTALS • SALES

'Z&
<?r
r

COMPLETE TAKE-OUT SERVICE

Organ Fender Baseman-Besi
Otter. Ph. JS2-57I0

Apt. for lubiease 171 Varsity
S Summer 1 bdrm. CALL W■» after I pm Qraal Atmosphere
I 2 girls want to sublease apt
I for fall Qtr Call 37MO;

I man apt. summer, air
COKd., Furn . MO mo.
Valentine Apts . Hit—.

Male roommate neededsummer quarter-Varsity Men-rooms-double and singleSquare apts. Call J527S33 Sept 4 June. 3534341
after S pm.

"HOME Of The SUPER KING "
354-5893

FARMHOUSE WANTED for
FaU-Wuvapr Don. SSMtTl

Male roommate needed for
Summ Qtr. 206 Greenview
Call 352-6317
'67 Triumph IRS. wire wheels
352-0175 M Greefivttw,
Skin Diving Equipment 3520175, tt Greenview,
One Bedroom Greenview Apt
lo sublrasr for summer JJ1-

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

"two glrli" or "married Ideal location HO 3U-7471 WANTED:
EDUCATION
couple" ph JiMlTl Apt. 41 after J » tor appointment.
MAJORS lor special summer
Greenview.
employment opportunity in
Available 1 bdrm turn. apt. North West Ohio. Write Mr
For Sale Vos Continental now till May Ji. m-ijes
Steven Watson. 7O0 Reitz Rd

•4 man air cond. univ eta.
TRYING TO SUBLET YOUR >ummer 171-4011 or 17W171.
APT- Bring your listing to the
sale: 17 Rebel, power.
Student Housng Assc office. For
Auto. V* Air. 2-3450
RJII 305A Student Services
Bldg Mid veil post it for you. Mothers-Summer playschool
If you're looking for s place
for the summer, come in and in B.G. accepting reservations Call 1744*73 after
check ihe board.
4:M.
For Sale im VW automatic
stick shift Call 353-B44

945 S. MAIN

ii

11

4fi Sesame.
47 Webs.
4ri Barraenda.
SOKIf: Scot.
;.i Pixie.
r>3 Kngiiah
novelist.
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.')N Macati coin.
On Orchid
IM>\vilei's.
VhileAowered
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OX "—
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held at 8 p.m. in 112 Life
Sciences Bldg.
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Lake
Ontario.
44 Forever
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The Geography Dept.
weather forcast for today
calls for warm temperatures and partly
cloudy skies.
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1

20 Ancient
mart.
27 Place: pref.
28 Kind of
horse.
29 Winged.

13 City nil
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WHITE HUT DRIVE-IN

DOWN
1 Slri|H\
2 (ireek nod.
1

Dairies and Drugs in the Ohlol
Department of Agriculture at|
Reynoldsburg.

32 Lea
in Prayer.
iirotector..
11 — offensive.
ted wine.
12 Middle Rasl 3a — hand.
rooms.
30 r.i/.u il
13 Sculls.
38 Last.
Ill S|ianisli
10 .Nautical
chain.
cakes.
'.'0 Boat haven
12 Cheese.
24 Door parts.
49 .Now.

commune.
72 ICelio. of a
kind.

21 One of the
heads,
23 Compass
iioint.
>rummer'a
ensemble.
2."> Rested.
L'H Sofl shoes.
31 File.
3.1 Alinunarli

the lake contained mercury .1
Testing of the fish is being I
done by the Division of Foods!

holding.

niirl*.
71 ilcluian

lUHCrWril.

ARE LOVIN'

J*A

69 K\|Miscd
plant
cxtretnities
70 Distinct

ACROSS
1 West Indies
footl fish.
OPnrnil.
14 Common
contraction,
I "i Attained.
17 Tether.
IX Krrntir.

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

rf
*

3 Winter
necessitv.
4 Raids.
j Different.
(i Cover.
7 More —.
8 Rock.
» Poker

PUZZLE

- FEATURING Char Broiled Steaks and
(hops
Full Course Family
Dinner
11 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Tues. thru Sat.
7:30-8
Sundays 7:3* - 7:8.

whether to continue a ban on
commercial fishing in the lake
will be determined by the
tests.
Rhodes ordered the fishing
ban April 12 after it was
learned some fish taken from

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP Gov James A. Rhodes said
yesterday laboratory tests to
learn mercury content in Lake
Erie fish are to be completed
Wednesday.
He said decision
on

For Sublease 1 bdrm. furn.
apt Summer Greenview 151«D7

Mead 1-1 gu-U Sr or grad to jjj- j-, ____ „„
-uvre Gr»«vie. Apt. hr J2^£ (T^L V2
summer CA1X 354-7144 attar aaT^ Gfwawrlew aa-

Newlove apt. for 4 girls for
summer qtr Call 172-eots
Furn house for rant summer
only ideal location IM-IUS.
■■■Men. double
rooms, summer, and fall.
Ideal location Inquire M
Court or JS4-1M3
1 gu-U needad for apt for
summer-Wuithrofj south Call
Sl-7171

Perrysburg. Ohio 43961.
looking for College studenta
interested in full or part time
summer employment in North
West Ohio EiceUent earnings, with flexible hours and
opportunity to work part tune
during school year Write Mr
Steven Watson 7UQ Reiti Rd..
Perrysburg. Ohio 43551

Apt to sublease for summer. 1

PERSONALS

4 man apt lor summer Univ.

woman on your U«llrlng'
Alpha Chfi.

bdrm. fern Varsity Star. Call
BMW
Congrats to Arrue and Jap
Courts. Alr-cond. Call N4.
IM.
4 girls needad to sublet for
summer quarter. Newlove
apts. Call 19*4171 after I SI
Suites for 1.2,3. or 4 studenta,
price range from SM per
month per student and up
Complete living fadlltlea The
Roes Hotel comer of Wooster
and Prospect now leasing for
summer snd fall. Evenings 7I. Sat 10-4

Freak-out 1170 Iron ButterflyMay 2-Tlckets on sale st the
union.
Attention all Junior and senior
English Majors: Names are
now being taken for the
National English Honorary
sign up In room IMA,
University Hall
■ Congratulations
Steve on your Dell activation
from one of your honeys
Alpha XI .-What a fantastic

tea' You're the greatest'
Many thanks from the Du's
Gabe. to think it all started
with a Birthday party and
Trench vocabularies. I've
loved every minute of it.
Happy Third Jeanne
Rudi-t'm sure dlggin' our
understanding' .Bitch
To our favorite PORKY:
happ> 70th from your favorite

I CHOPPER and BUZZARD!
Congrats Sharon Follett on
selection
as
s
new
cheerleader. Sig Eps a GH's

Hey Sue-What's for lunch'
Thanks LOADS. Angels and
Monkeys Yours MT
Pralee God! Marry me and
well take a vacation. It14. bye Paryi. Love tMLl...

CongratualUons Jeff on your

Delt activation. Space.

CongratualUons Silly Little
Kid on your Dell activation
Love Sunshine.
Other I birds-Washington DC
will never be the same?!?! Bitch
-ZTTZZZ aM ,-„,_,
KffEJELT^
«riare the greatest'
Student wishes to meet some
students interested in growing

organic foods garden-eleo to
ahare rant for 3 bdrm. house.
3544745 after I pm.
Soon' Alpha Gam Neophytes.
Ride available to Chicago
April 34 Call SSI-tin
Ride needed to 4 from
Chicago April 23 or 34 Will
pay-Call Helen JTlJett.
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Stickers stop Oberlin
By Jack Carle
Assistant Sports Editor
The stickers showed that
they are really a team.
With a team effort they
came from behind to down a
tough Oberlin team 114. As
late as mid-way in the third
period Bowling Green was
down 6-4 but they had a very
strong fourth quarter as they
outscored Oberlin 4-1.
The first period was pretty
even as both teams scored
their times, however, Oberlin

had a 5-t lead at the half.
Leading scorer on the
season, Steve Sachse, came
through with three scores with
Joe Simmermon also adding"
three goals and an assist. Top
goal-getter Bruce Correll
came through with two tallies
to up his total to 11 goals.
Two performers were back
for the Oberlin game that had
missed the Wittenberg contest. John Dohms. the Falcons
all-American, was back on
two good legs for the encounter and assisted on two

scores.

Art Curtis was also back in
good health and scored twice.
John Brizendine, who always
seems to win the face-off at
mid-field, came through with
the other Falcon score while
he assisted on one goal.
"It was a very tight game,
it was a real good test for us
before the Denison game,"
said coach Mickey Cochrane.
The midfield units for both
teams played even as they
both scored the same amounts
of goals. Cochrane indicated

that the Bowling Green
defense did its job of shutting
off the Oberlin offensive unit.
The defense held the
Oberlin first line attack unit to
one goal and three assists.
Carl Burns had only one goal
and an assist while Mike
Skinner and Al Wellington had
only one assist apiece.
Although Oberlin dented
the nets for eight scores.
Falcon goalie Bill Burch had a
very good day in the goal. On
several occasions he cut off
Oberlin scoring chances

when BG was a man down as
a result of a penalty. He also
stopped shots in close to the
goal mouth.
There were 13 penalties on
BG in the game and almost all
of them were killed effectively
by the close checking of the
Falcon defense.
With the win BG upped
their record to 4-0 and face one
of the top lacrosse teams in
the Midwest this weekend
when the Falcons host
Denison.

- .
Nawiphofo by Kirf Bofaudsr

STICK TO stick combat Is prevrlant points displayed In this scene of the Bowling
Green lacrosse club's 114 victory over Oberlin.

Ruggers blank John Carroll
By Jack O'Breza
Assistant Sports Editor
CLEVELAND- A little luck
plus some good defense
combined to give the Bowling
Green rugby club its first
shutout of the season, a 14-0
blanking of John Carroll.
Tempers were a bit short at
times as some of the game's
participants repeatedly
reminded their teammates
that they were here to play
rugby and not to bust heads.
Bowling Green took a quick
5-0 lead in the opening minutes
of the contest on a try by
Butch Falk and Rick
Schneider's conversion.
After some hard hitting
and frequent exchanging of
ball possession, the Falcons
struck again on a try by
hooker Mike Baltzell to increase their advantage to
eight points.
The next Bowling Green
scored came after the Falcons
downed a loose ball in their

own end zone which entitled
them to a free drop kick.
Aidan Kelly's golden foot
proved most useful as he
started to play by booting the
ball directly to loose forward
Bill O'Malley who passed off
to Falk.
Falk then rambled 30 yards
for a try nearly stepping out of
bounds on about the 10 yard
line.
The conversion by
Schneider failed and the half
ended with BG on top 11-0.
A half time huddle revealed
the Falcons' plans for a
defensive minded second
period in which the Falcons
would attempt to preserve
their first shutout of the
season.
However, the Falcons did
manage to tally one final time
on a try by O'Malley early In
the second half before the
master plan took full effect.
The plan proved a success
but only with a little bit of
luck.
John Carroll had an
excellant scoring opportunity

with about two minutes
remaining in the contest when
it was awarded a penalty kick
10 yards directly in front of the
BG goal post.
As the John Carroll kicker
approach the oversized
football, the fighting Falcon
fifteen charged in an attempt
to block the kick. Their efforts
were not successful, but the
kick was off to the right and
hit the right side of the old
wooden goal post-thus,
halting John Carrol's bid to
ruin a Bowling Green shutout.

N«wipKoto by Kift Bobuda

EXPRESSION OF victory is displayed by Falcon senior Mike Costello in
this weekend's tennis matches. Mike lost his singles match against Ball

Netters blast BS
after Cincy loss
By Scott Scredon
Sports Writeer

OU trustees to act
on athletic program
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)The Ohio University board of
trustees will turn down task
force recommendation to
eliminate all but one of the
school's 11 inter-collegiate
sports.
The controversial report
which would retain only
basketball as a varsity sport
in the next three years, is
expected to reach the trustees
in time for their June meeting.
"There will be little change
in
our
intercollegiate
program," a trustee source
said yesterday. "It will stay
about the same."
The task force, after a sixmonth study, claimed $2
million of the university's $48
million operating budget each
year was earmarked for intercollegiate athletics.
The committee, made up of
five students, three professors
and one administrator,
believed that is too much. It
feels the university's sports
program should be on a club
or intramural basis where
more of the 18,000 students
could participate.
The task force included in
the $2 million budget such
items as $800,000 being paid on
financing of the $3,000-seat

Convocation Center and rent
for a women's physical
education building where
dance lessons are held.
"I guess we're taking over
the dance studio, too," an
athletic department official
said of the report. The task
force did not mention the
revenue such sports as football and basketball produce
either.
Basketball evidently would
be retained because of the $8.2
million center, which also
serves as a men's dormitory
and site of graduations,
examinations and special
events.
The task force, appointed
by President Claude R. Sowle,
believes a curtailment of
intercollegiate athletics
should spread to other schools.
"This recommendation
represents a point of view
which will become in the next
decade
an
increasing
necessity for major education
institutions through the
country," the committee
wrote.
Besides basketball, the
Bobcats compete in football,
cross
country,
soccer,
wrestling, swimming, ice
hockey, track, baseball, golf
and tennis.

#1 in Brains & Brawn
Congratulations Brothers of Phi Kappa Psl
year 2.84.
We're so proud of yoa! Keep up the good

THE SWEETHEARTS

State's Maisenbacher 6-2. S-l but the Falcons still managed to win the
matrh 6-3 to gain a victory to go with their opening lose to c in. mail i.

K.w«photo by Kift Babudvr

ATTEMPTING TO control the ball following a line-out is Bowling Green's rugby
dnb hooker Mike Baltzell as Batch Falk (lower left hand corner) observes the
action. BG gained control of the ball and the game as the Falcons blanked Join
Carroll 14-8.

UAO

Chicken
Dinners

DIRECTOR -AT-LARGE

Fish
Dinners

Election of 2 Directors-at-Lnrge will be part
of the student body elections. Anyone may
apply, bat all applicants most be Interviewed
and approved of by the UAO Screening Committee. Interviews are April 22 and 23. Interested Students may sign-up at the UAO office
on the 3rd floor of the Union.

Disappointment
and
rejuvenation
were
the
emotions of Bowling Green's
tennis team this weekend as
coming off a 5-4 loss to Cincinnati, it bounced back to
crush BaU State 6-3.
Cincinnati,
although
leading 4-2 after singles play,
barely escaped with a victory.
The Falcon doubles teams of
Denny Cavanaugh and Mike
Costello and Tom Lightvoet
and Sam Salisbury each swept
their matches in two sets to tie
the score at 4-4.
The other Falcon duo, Dan
Ryan and Mark Goldner, were
defeated, however, 6-2, 34,
and 44, which temporarily
dropped the team record to 34
Things were reversed the
next afternoon as this time it
was Bowling Green who
jumped out to a 4-2 advantage.
The Falcons' Cavanaugh, Bill
Odesuma, Ryan, and Goldner
were victors in singles
competition while Costello and
Odesuma, along with Ryan
and Goldner, won doubles
mat
"I'm happy to win," said
coach Gill after Saturday's
contest. "I'm especially
pleased with our depth, the
number four, five, and six
men (Odesuma, Ryan, and

Free delivery $1.00 Minimum

BIG CHAMP-GIANT
% lb.
HAMBURGER,
ALL BEEC

Beef Champ
W S. MAIN

354 8611

Goldner, all who won on
Saturday).
I think we're finally on our
way," he added.
Bowling Green 6
Ball Male 3
Cavanaugh (BG) over
Peden(BS)6-l,6-l;Nowfel
IBS I over Lightvoet (BG)
64, 04, 64; Maisenbacher
(BS) over Costello (BG) S2,6-1; Oudsuma (BG) over

Hunlley(BS) 6-2, 6-3; Ryan
I BO | over Reed | BS I 6-3- 63; Goldner |BG| over
I'leeurn- |BS| 8-6. 6-2;
Pedcn-Maisenbarher |BS)
over Cavanaugh-Llghtvoet
(BG) 34„ 6-3, 6-4; Oudsema-Costelloo (BG) over
Nowfel-Reed illSi 6-1, 64;
Ryan-Goldener (BO| over
Fleenor-Huntlcey (BSi 64.
6-2.

Kawasaki
Sales & Service
50cc MINIS TO
SOOcc MACH
Corner of Rt 109 and 24
Liberty Center, Ohio
Phone 533-2155

Help us get
rid of Hie
Peace Corps.
The ultimate goal is simple. To help
the emerging nations get to a point
where they no longer need our help.
We may be the only government
agency whose official policy is to
eliminate itself.
If you think you can help.

The PEACE CORP S

Washington D. C. 28525
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Four mile team upsets Kansas
By Vin Mannix
Sports Writer
When Bowling Green's
Dave Wottle streaked past
Doug Smith of Kansas in the
stretch of the four mile relay
this weekend at the Kansas
Relays to win the race,

Bowling Green distance
running burst into national
prominence.
Smoking his last 440 yards
in 36 seconds, Wottle barely
missed the sub-four minute
mile mark, running a 4:02.8
mile for his lowest time yet.
However, there were four
guys running this relay and

Miller Barber captures
Orleans golf playoff
NEW ORLEANS IAIM-Drawling Miller Barber
quoted Ben Hogan after
defeating Bob Charles and
Howie Johnson Monday on the
second hole of a sudden death
playoff fur the $25,000 top prize
in the Greater New Orleans
Open Golf Tournament.
"Hogan once said, if you
don't get nervous in a situation
like this, you're not human."
But of the three. Barber
was the only one who didn't let
it bother him, the only one who
didn't get in trouble on the
l.akewood Country Club
Course.
The balding, 39-year-old
bachelor, dubbed "The
Mysterious Mr. X" by his
fellow pros, was down the

fairway, on in two and twoputted for his par in the first
hole.
On the par five second,
Barber and Johnson were
short in two, but the lanternjawed Charles sliced his tee
shot into the woods on the left,
then found a narrow alley
through the trees to the
fairway. He pitched on, then
missed a 40 footer.
Johnson lipped out a 17-foot
putt and Barber canned his
birdie effort from 12 feet.
The playoff was forced
when the three finished the
regulation 72 holes with
identical scores of 278, 10
under par. Charles had a final
round 67, Barber a 70 and
Johnson a 71.

without Steve Danforth's
4:08.4 leadoff leg along with
Rich Breeze's 4:14.9 and Sid
Sink's 4:09.5 mile runs, Wottle
might not have finished where
he did. The quartet's effort
produced the best time
(16:35.6) in the nation for the
four mile relay so far this
year.
The first three Falcon
inilers kept pace with the
leaders in the running for the
most part, and when Sink
handed the baton to Wottle,
the anchorman, "the real
race began."
"It developed between
Dave and Nebraska's Carl
Carlberg said coach Mel
Brodt. "They stayed together
for most of the first three laps,
and in fact Wottle fell behind
at one point."
While these two guys were
playing "nip and tuck," they
weren't even in the lead.
Actually both were forty yards
behing frontrunning Smith.
The space between the
Kansas runner, and the one
from Nebraska continued till
the beginning of the last lap
loomed into their sight. Then
Wottle moved back into the
picture.
"I passed Carlberg with
about 50 yards to go before the
start of the last lap," said
Wottle. 'Smith was still 3045

yards in front of me when I
started to work up on him "
Wottle built his drive up the
last back stretch (the side of
the track oppostite the finish
line), and started his kick with
220 yards to go.
"I caught Smith coming
out of the turn," Dave said,
"and passed him about 110
yards from the finish line."
Coming down the stretch,
there was still one more thing
Dave saw he had to beat.. .the
clock.
"There was still 10-15 yards
to go, when I saw the clock,"

Losing to the University of
Toledo, 7-0 Friday, was
humiliating, but by virtue of
second and third chances
Saturday, Bowling Green's
baseball club regained their
confidence and momentum.
If only BG's football team
could have had a return
engagement or perhaps one
less second in their lone only
meeting with TU. . .
"In football, it was one
game, one second and that
was it: in baseball, there is
always a tomorrow," said
winning coach Dick Young
after the Falcons disassembled the Rockets, 13-1 and 3-1
Saturday.
"That is the way we were
yesterday," admitted Young,
referring to Toledo's nine
errors in the home team's 13-1
rout, which started something
Bowling Green never accomplished last season- a
double-header sweep.
While the Falcons were
blasting off on the basepaths,
the Rockets were cooped up
between home plate and first
base for nine innings. Southpaw pitcher Bill Grein was the
obstacle that TU (ailed to
penetrate until they tallied an
unearned run in the ninth
inning.
A two-out bloop single to
left center by John Klaysing
ruined Grein's bid for a third
shutout in four starts this
season, but did not take away
from his fourth win and a
superb two-hitter.
Though
BG
second
baseman John Knox and a few
others had attracted about 10
scouts from professional clubs
to the press box, Grein must
have been near the top of their
lists when they left,
"That was one of the finest
pitched games I've ever seen
here," said Young, marvelling
at the fortune of having his
two starters give up only two
runs and five hits combined.
Junior Doug Bair pitched

almost as well as Grein in the
second game, earning his
third win and has yet to give
up an earned run in 25 2-3
innings of work.
The two Mid-American
Conference opponents had
traded miserable, errordominated contests, but the
decisive third game was a
typical
BG-TU
tussle,
reminiscent of the 28-27 grid
game.
Bair hit a batter, walked
two and committed an error to
spot the visitors a 1-0 lead in
the first inning.
For two innings, Toledo's
Tom Rerucha retired Bowling
Green in order, but Tom
Bennett lined a single to left to
lead off the third and Tim
Pettorini later drove him in on
a grounder, turned into a
forceout.
Pettorini, the only freshman starting and a .326 batter,
stole second base and scored
the winning run on Mike
Harris' solid single to center
field.
New starters Bennett and
Ed Platzer contributed base
hits the next inning when Bair
widened the margin of error
for himself with a two-out RBI
single through the middle.
Top hitter for the day was
Bennett, who had two hits in
each game and played
shortstop because co-captain
Mel Karnehm came up with
the flu. Tom really enjoyed
his success against the guys
from his home town (Toledo)
and raised his average to .400.
The other half of the
Falcons' strong keystone
combination, John Knox,
might not have played either
were it not for the excellent
pre-game rubdown by pitcher
Britt Raburn to ease the pain
of his stiff neck.
"You know, I didn't feel
like we were hurting with
Karnehm out and if Knox had
not played," said Young. "I
feel Bennett and Greg Plant
can do damn near as good as
good as them."
Platzer, who has been

injured, filled In for Greg
WyUe in left field the second
game and aside from his hit,
made a great catch of a
twisting liner in Bair's
troublesome first frame.
Veteran Jim McKenzie was
an outfield replacement both
games and used his great
speed to score once in the first
game.
The big run producers in
the first game onslaught were
Bennett, Bruce Rasor and Joe
Chirko with two RBI's apiece
while Bennett, Bruce Rasor
and and Knox scored three
times each.
The offense was overdue
after the 2-1 loss to Detroit
earlier in the week and the 7-0
blanking the day before to the
same Rocket team.
The Falcons take their 10-7
record to Detroit this afternoon and play a single
game with Wayne State.

Their exuberance, witnessed by a highly partisan
crowd of Jayhawk fam,
measured the height of their
victory over powerful Kansas,
as well as Nebraska.
Since VUlanova, another
national powerhouse, hasn't
been dealt with yet, exactly
where this win boosts Bowling
Green in terms of national
ranking is not yet certain.
One thing that is certain
though, as Don Windom,
another Falcon runner said,
"They ran with the best, and
beat them."

Tracksters host BG Open
By Vin Mannix
Sports Writer
The Falcon track team will
try its hand at races of
unusual lengths today at 3
p.m. as they make their home
debut in the Bowling Green
Open Relays.
"Except for three events,"
said coach Mel Brodt, "all the
running will be in relays of
abnormal distances."
The three individual events
are the intermediate hurdles,
the steeplechase and the one
and a half mile run. Some of

Falcons sweep twin bi
By Denny White
Sports Editor

said Wottle, "and it showed
16:34.0 on it. Right then I
knew we had a chance at the
record so I speeded it up."
One and six tenths of a
second later, Dave broke the
tape and the old Kansas Relay
record of 16:35.8, in the four
mile relay, setting a new one
of 16:35.6
The scene following that
finish, while it might not have
resembled a mob scene since
there were just four Falcons,
was exuberant enough.
"We went nuts," laughed
Wottle, "It was great."

Bowling Green (13,3)
AB-R-H Pettorini 7-3-1,
Harris 64-1, Chirko 7-1-1,
Wylle 340,
MrKenzle0-14, Platzer 341, Hill 6-1-2, Know :> i-i.
Bennett 8-4-4, Rasor 7-1-2,
Grein 4-1-0, Bair 2-0-1,
Totals 58-16-14.

the unusual distances the
Falcons and their opponents
will compete in include the one
and a half mile relay, the
three mile relay (each man
running a three-quarter mile)
and the 1830 meter steplechase where each contestant runs four laps plus an
additional 270 meters.
Some of the competition
the Falcons have drawn are
Western Michigan, Eastern
Michigan, University of
Michigan, Marshall, Toledo,

Fa/cons play
Wayne State
For the second
Tuesday in a row, the
Falcon baseball nine
plays in Detroit, this
time against Wayne
State.
Expect to start for
Bowling Gowling Green
is Terry Bork (0-2) or
Jim Meerpohl (14).
B.G. is 10-7 and 54 away
from steller Field.
Wayne State has not
played the Falcons
since 1960, and recently
hired a neew coach, Bob
Samaris, to revamp
their prrogram.
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Pittsburgh, and Notre Dame.
"Being an open meet,
anybody is liable to show up,"
said Brodt.
Some of the Falcons who,
coming off strong weekend
performances at Ohio State
and Kansas, could please the
home fans includePaulZitko, a
14.3 finalist in the 120 yard
high hurdles in Columbus.
In the field, Jeff Booms 48
foot heave in the shot at OSU
carries him into today's meet
and the same holds for John
Trill who went up 14'6 in the
pole vault at Columbus.
Bowling
Green't
"Jayhawk" killers, Dave
Wottle, Steve Danforth, Sid
Sink and Rich Breeze won't be
running for any more records
in the four mile relay but will
run in different relays.

By Jack Carle
Assistant Sports Editor

lead-off batter John Knox
walked as did second batter
Tim Pettorini. However, Mike
Pitching is 75 per cent of Harris grounded into a double
the game.
play and Joe Chirko also
But in the first game of the grounded out.
Toledo three game weekend
After that BG got only
set, the pitching was 90 per three scattered singles in the
cent of the contest while the third, fifth and sixth innings of
Bowling Green defense the nine inning game.
provided the other 10 per cent.
Tom Schweitzer, the
While the defense for the Falcon starter pitcher, started
Falcons was leaking for out like a house afire striking
Toledo, Jeff Brawner of TU out the first four batters to
was doing his 90 per cent, face him.
Three of that
throwing a three-hit
74 number went down swinging.
shutout at the Bowling Green However, his magic faded a
batters.
bit in the third inning when the
The Falcons only threat Rockets nicked him for two
came in the first inning when runs.
One of the TU scores came
when the Rockets had runners
on first and third and tried a
double steal.
BG catcher
Bruce Rasor threw towards
second base when the double

top 10 4 - 7 4.

Chris Roderick of Miami,

steal began but the throw was
off target and cut-off by
shortstop Mel Karnehm. Bufl
the return throw to the plati
was too late to stop the firsf
TU run from scoring..
The Rockets upped theii
lead another run in the fourth I
fifth and seventh innings|
while notching two scores
the top of the eighth.
Falcon errors helped TU to(
score their seven runs in
game.
Schweitzer was touched
for eight hits and all seven
runs while Larry Marshall god
one out in the eighth and Britt]
Raburn finished up in
ninth. Schweitzer is now 1-:
for the year.
Brawner went all the way
for TU striking out three fa
his third owin of the year.
The game was a MAC
opener for both clubs.

Vikings and Chief
to meet again

last year's MAC medilist, also
paced the action here.
Roderick turned in an excellent one under-par 71.
Jim Stone was the meets
runner-up as he led BG with a
78.
Following Stone for the
Falcons wwre Rick Faulk SO,
Craig Leister 80, Dick Erick
82. John Anderson 84 and Scott
Masters shot an 86.
The double loss dropped
Bowling Green's record to 04.
Miami now stands at 8-1 and
Kent has a 1-1 mark.

KANSAS RELAY hero Dave Wottle displays his winning
technique that enabled the Bowling Green four mile relay
team to edge Kansas in the Kansas Relays.

Rocfcef nine blanks Falcons

Goffers fake double dip
in conference triangular
Bowling Green golfers had
the misfortune to open their
duel meet season with a
triangular match with two of
the conference's powerhouses.
Miami and Kent State are
the early season choices for
the leagues top honors and
showed why by both collecting
wins over the Falcon taemen.
Miami was victorious by a 12-6
score and Kent picked up 104
decision. In the battle between the Redskins and
Flashes, Miami came out on

Nawtpholo by Tim Cul.k

N.w»hot. by Klrl B«fcu4w

PITCHING IS at least 75 per cent of the game of baseball
and unfortunately for the Falcon's Tom Schweitzer It
proved a little too much as be absorbed a 74 setback at the

; ol the Toledo Rockets. It was Just one of those
games for Mike as he Just didn't have the sM magic touch.

NEW YORK (AP)-A
rematch of the Super Bowl
game between the champion
Kansas City Chiefs and the
Minnesota Vikings will
highlight the opening program
when the merged, 26-team
National Football League
begins its 51st season the
weekend of Sept. 18-21.
The 182 game regular
season schedule, announced
yesterday by the NFL, begins
Friday night, Sept. 18, with St.
Louis at Los Angeles and
stretches through Monday
night, with the first game of
the nighttime television series
to be seen on ABC listing the
New York Jets at Cleveland.
The Chiefs, who ended the
American Football League's
10 years on a winning note by
subduing Minnesota 23-7 last
Jan. 11, will try to prove their
superiorlty again when they
invade the Vikings' home on
Sunday, Sept. 20.
The new alignment of the
teams also offers several
other interesting battles
between clubs who will be
meeting in regular season
play for the first time in
games that have been much
discussed since the war
between the leagues ended.
Los Angeles and San
Diego begin a rivalry of
California neighbors at Los
Angeles Oct. 4. Cincinnati is at
Cleveland Oct. 11 for the

beginning of an Ohio match-upl
that will also send the teamsl
against each other at Cin-|
cinnati Nov. 15.

ABA namesi
all-star teai
NEW YORK (AP)
Spencer I lay wood, who led the I
Denver Rockets from last I
place to the championship of I
the American Basketball!
Association's Westernl
Division, is the only rookie on I
the league's official all-star |
team.
Hay wood was also chosen |
ABA rookie of the year,
commissioner Jack Dolphl
announced yesterday. He was I
the ABA's leader in scoring |
and rebounding.
Haywood
andl
Washington's Rick Barry are I
the first team forwards, Mel I
Daniels of Indiana was named I
center and the guards are I
Carolina's Bob Verga andl
Larry Jones of Denver.
The second team selec-l
tions were Roger Brown and
Bob Netohcky of Indiana,
forwards; Red Robbins of
New Orleans, center andl
Louie Dampier of Kentucky
and Miami's Don Freeman, |
guards.
Barry and Daniels are the I
only repeaters from last |
year's first team.

